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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

 

In August 2011, local councils from throughout NSW gathered for a summit, Destination 2036, to 
plan how local government could meet the challenges of the future.  As a result, Councils agreed 
that change was needed and that they wanted to be strong and sustainable and to make a positive 
difference in their respective communities.  However, there were various views as to how this could 
be achieved and in April 2012 the State appointed an independent expert panel to carry out a review 
of the sector.  That Independent Local Government Review Panel (ILGRP) consulted widely in 
developing its final recommendations which were presented to the Government in late 2013.  
 
The Panel concluded that for councils to become strong and sustainable, both the NSW Government 
and the local government sector would have to play a part.  The State indicated its preparedness to 
change the way it works with councils and to support them through meaningful reform.  Local 
councils would also need to be prepared to consider new ways of working and new structural 
arrangements.  The Fit for the Future program was developed by NSW Government to bring these 
changes together and lay the foundations for a stronger system of local government and stronger 
local communities. 
 
The Fit for the Future program required Councils to actively assess their financial sustainability 
against key performance indicators and for Councils to submit proposals to the Government 
indicating how they will achieve these objectives. 
 
The NSW Government appointed the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) to 
undertake the role of the Expert Advisory Panel in assessing local government Fit for the Future 
proposals.  The starting point for its analysis was the review of the sector undertaken by the ILGRP in 
2012 and 2013.                                                        
 
Each council was required to submit one of the following types of proposals for assessment after 
considering the ILGRP’s proposed reform options:  
 

1. Merger Proposal - for councils proposing to merge with one or more other councils to 
achieve sufficient scale and capacity.   

2. Council Improvement Proposal - for councils that currently have sufficient scale and capacity 
without any structural change, or are proposing improvements to achieve scale and capacity 
without merging with another council.  

3. Rural Council Proposal - for councils with ‘Rural Council Characteristics’, which need to 
demonstrate plans to achieve real change and improve their capacity and sustainability.  

  
Council proposals were required to be submitted to IPART by 30 June 2015. 
 
IPART assessed each proposal in relation to whether the Council had the scale and capacity to 
engage effectively across community, industry and governments. It also assessed proposals against 
three financial criteria: sustainability; effectively managing infrastructure and delivering services for 
communities; and efficiency. 
 
IPART assessed 52 proposals as being fit for the future, which represented 37% of the proposals 
received. To be assessed as fit, councils must have demonstrated they have sufficient scale and 
capacity and are financially sustainable.  
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Four Merger Proposals were received and were assessed as fit because they would deliver 
substantial benefits to their local communities when compared to the councils standing alone and 
were generally the best available options for the relevant councils as neighbouring councils did not 
elect to join the Merger Proposals.  87 proposals were assessed as not being fit for the future, which 
represents 63% of the proposals received. Of the 87 proposals assessed as not fit, 60 were assessed 
as not having sufficient scale and capacity, but did meet the financial criteria, 18 were assessed as 
having sufficient scale and capacity, but did not meet the financial criteria, and 9 were assessed as 
not having sufficient scale and capacity and not meeting the financial criteria. 
 
Following consideration of the IPART report, the Minister for Local Government (the Minister) has 
prepared 35 merger proposals involving 77 councils and referred them to the Acting Chief Executive 
of the Office of Local Government for examination.  The proposals are referred under section 218F 
of the Local Government Act 1993 (the Act).  The Acting Chief Executive of the Office of Local 
Government has delegated to me the function of examining and reporting on the proposal to 
amalgamate the local government areas of Armidale Dumaresq Council and Guyra Shire Council.  A 
copy of the instrument of Delegation is shown in Appendix 1. 
 
Subsequently, a number of other proposals have been lodged by Councils themselves and they are 
also being examined by delegates.  Included in those additional proposals is one that involves 
Armidale Dumaresq Council, Guyra Shire Council, Uralla Shire Council and Walcha Shire Council. 
 
The subject of this examination and report – the proposed merger of Guyra Shire Council and 
Armidale Dumaresq Council – is one of the original 35 proposals from the Minister for Local 
Government. 
 
It needs to be acknowledged at the outset that both the Guyra Shire Council and the Armidale 
Dumaresq Council oppose the Minister’s merger proposal although it is noted that Armidale 
Dumaresq Council only opposes the current proposal and does support a broader regional merger of 
councils. 
 
I have come to the conclusion that there is a significant financial advantage in the merger proposal 
and that there are no major impediments to the merger proposal proceeding.  I have, therefor 
recommended that the merger proceed. 
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CHAPTER 2 THE PROPOSAL 
 
 
The Minister for Local Government has prepared a proposal under section 218E(1) of the Local 
Government Act for the merger of the Guyra Shire and Armidale Dumaresq local government areas 
(LGAs). A copy of the proposal is attached as Appendix 2. 
 
Armidale Dumaresq Council currently covers an area of 4,231 square kilometres and has a 
population of slightly more than 25,000 residents.  It has an annual operating budget of $33 million 
(2015/2016) and manages community assets valued in the order of $448 million.1 
 
Guyra Shire Council currently covers an area of 4,390 square kilometres and has a population 
approaching 4,600 residents.  It has an annual operating budget of $10 million (2015/2016) and 
manages community assets valued in the order of $116 million.2 
 
Guyra Shire has existed, in its current form, since 1907 while the Armidale Dumaresq Council was 
formed following a merger of Armidale City Council and Dumaresq Shire Council in 2000. 
 
IPART determined that neither Armidale Dumaresq nor Guyra Shire councils satisfied the scale and 
capacity benchmarks under the Fit for the Future program.  IPART assessed that both Councils did 
not meet key financial benchmarks and as a result were ‘not fit’. 
 
A merged Council would service approximately 30,000 residents in an area of 8,621 square 
kilometres; would have an estimated operating budget (by 2019/2020) of $49 million and more than 
$560 million in community assets under management.3 
 
Both Councils currently have an infrastructure backlog, estimated at 5% of assets managed in 
Armidale Dumaresq’s case, and 16% in Guyra’s case.  Any new council would be estimated to have 
an infrastructure backlog of 7% on commencement. 
 
The analysis provided by KPMG in 2015 identifies potential net financial savings of $6 million to a 
merged council over 20 years, generating an average of $700,000 in savings every year from 2020 
onwards.  The KPMG estimates have been the subject of much conjecture and comment and will be 
dealt with in more detail in Chapter 5. 
 
The NSW Government has also offered a funding package of $15 million should the merger proceed. 
 
In total, the proposal identifies $21 million in benefits to the combined communities over 20 years in 
the event that the merger proceeds.  
 
The proposal also comes with a policy position of freezing rates on their current paths for four years 
from the date of any merger. 
 
Maps of the proposal area follow: 

                                                           
1
 Merger Proposal – Armidale Dumaresq Council and Guyra Council 

2
 Merger Proposal – Armidale Dumaresq Council and Guyra Council 

3
 Merger Proposal – Armidale Dumaresq Council and Guyra Council 
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Map 1.  Area covered by proposal  

 
 

Map 2.  Existing Council boundaries 
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CHAPTER 3 THE EXAMINATION PROCESS 

 
The examination process consisted of three principle elements: 
 

1. the conduct of a public enquiry; 
2. calling for written submissions; and 
3. preparing a report on the proposal, having due regard to the factors in section 263(3) of the 

Act. 
 
The Public Enquiry 
Sections 263(2A) and 218F of the Act require the holding of a public enquiry into the proposal.  The 
main purpose of the public enquiry is to provide members of the public with an opportunity to 
provide their views on the proposal directly to the Delegate. 
 
In the case of the proposal in respect of Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra Shire Councils, one public 
enquiry was conducted. 
 
The inquiry was held on Thursday 11 February 2016 and comprised three hearings held at: 
 

Guyra Bowling and Recreation Club, Guyra from 9am to 12 noon, 
Armidale City Bowling Club from 2pm to 5pm, and 
Armidale City Bowling Club from 7pm to 10pm. 
 

A total of 424 people attended those hearings and 61 people made verbal submissions during the 
day in addition to the two Council representatives.  The Member for Northern Tablelands, Adam 
Marshall MP and Scot McDonald MLC also made verbal submissions.  Guyra Shire Council made its 
formal presentation at the morning hearing, while Armidale Dumaresq Council did so at the 
afternoon session.  The Mayor of the Glen Innes Severn Council also made a presentation at the 
Guyra hearing and this will be discussed in Chapter 5.11. 
 
All of the hearings of the inquiry were conducted with a structured approach, a schedule of speakers 
and time limits on speakers.  Each hearing was audio recorded and a written transcript created. 
 
Written Submissions 
Written submissions were invited from 6 January 2016 and closed at 5pm (EST) on Sunday 28 
February 2016.  Submissions could be made online via the Council Boundary Review website or by 
mail.  In several cases, submissions were handed up at the public inquiries and were registered as 
submissions. 
 
A total of 121 written submissions were received and their content will be discussed in the next 
Chapter. 
 
Procedural Matters 
 
In addition to submissions either supporting or opposing the proposal, a number of representations 
were made in relation to various practical aspects of the proposal examination process.   
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There were further representations that a poll be undertaken to assess the views of the community 
on the merger question.  In considering these requests, I was mindful that  the ability exists to 
conduct a survey or poll pursuant to section 265 of the Act and that that capacity is discretionary. 
 
I determined not to conduct a poll for the following reasons: 
 

1. The difficulty in determining the nature of the question(s) to be put to electors, 
2. The need to ensure that appropriate background material was available to electors in order 

for them to make informed decisions, 
3. Acknowledgement that a poll is not a decision tool but an advisory mechanism, 
4. Acknowledgement that voting at a poll is not compulsory, 
5. That one Council had already conducted some sample-based polling of its residents, 
6. The timing implications of conducting a poll, and 
7. The expense of conducting a poll. 

 
In summary, it is my belief that a poll would not add significantly to the body of information on 
community attitudes that was available through the public inquiry and written submission 
processes.  Further, it would involve additional time and expense that I considered unwarranted 
under the circumstances. 
 
It is noted that Guyra Shire Council had previously commissioned a survey of a random sample  of its 
residents on matters including the community’s attitude to a merger proposal and received 405 
responses. 
  
Preparation of this Report 
Following the receipt of all materials and submissions, both written and verbal, as a result of the 
processes outlined above, a thorough analysis of the evidence was undertaken having due regard to 
the factors set out in section 263(3) of the Act.  Those factors are: 
 

1. the financial advantages or disadvantages of the proposal to the residents and ratepayers of 
the areas concerned, 

2. the community of interest and geographic cohesion in the existing areas and in any 
proposed new area, 

3. the existing historical and traditional values in the existing areas and the impact of change 
on them, 

4. the attitude of the residents and ratepayers of the areas concerned, 
5. the requirements of the area concerned in relation to elected representation for residents 

and ratepayers at the local level, the desirable and appropriate relationship between elected 
representatives and ratepayers and residents and such other matters as considered relevant 
in relation to the past and future patterns of elected representation for that area, 

6. the impact of the proposal on the ability of the council to provide adequate, equitable and 
appropriate services and facilities, 

7. the impact of the proposal on the employment of the staff by the councils, 
8. the impact of the proposal on any rural communities in the resulting area, 
9. the desirability (or otherwise) of dividing the resulting area or areas into wards, 
10. the need to ensure that the opinions of each of the diverse communities of the resulting 

area or areas are effectively represented, and 
11. any other factors relevant to the provision of efficient and effective local government in the 

existing and proposed new areas. 
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During the examination process a range of enquiries were initiated to secure clarified, additional or 
more detailed information on issues raised in submissions or on my own initiative.  The detail of 
these matters will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
 
The evidence, and my views of that evidence, has been compiled into a report to be provided to the 
Minister for Local Government and the NSW Boundaries Commission.  This is that report. 
 
The Boundaries Commission will review and provide comment on this report and provide these 
comments to the Minister for Local Government. 
 
The Minister will then consider the report, together with any comments from the Boundaries 
Commission, and will recommend to the Governor of NSW that the proposed merger be or not be 
implemented with or without modifications. 
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CHAPTER 4 SUBMISSIONS 

 

From the opening of the submissions period on 6 January 2016 until its closure at 5pm on Sunday 28 
February 2016, a total of 121 written submissions were received.  They were submitted either online 
(through www.councilboundaryreview.nsw.gov.au), by mail, by email, or were handed up at one of 
the public inquiry sessions. 
 
As a means of understanding the broader context of the submissions, the following tables provide a 
simple analysis of the submissions that will be expanded upon in Chapter 5.  However, the statistics 
set out in the following tables allow some preliminary conclusions to be drawn: 
 

1. A significant majority of those making submissions oppose the proposal; 
2. Guyra Shire residents and ratepayers were much more activated and engaged with the 

proposal than Armidale Dumaresq residents and ratepayers (see Figure 1 & 2 below); 
3. The four issues from section 263(3) of the Act most consistently raised were: 

a. Financial advantages/disadvantages [s263(3)(a)] 
b. Communities of interest [s263(3)(b)] 
c. Potential loss/reduction of elected representation [s263(3)(e)] 
d. Changes in levels of service or types of service [s263(3) (e1)] 

4. Given that the majority of submissions and speakers were opposed to the proposal, the 
issue encompassing attitudes of residents and ratepayers [s263(3)(d)] was also, quite 
obviously, significant. 

 

Figure 1.  General View of Residents and Ratepayers (as demonstrated through submissions) 

 
In 

Favour 
Opposed 

Alternate 
or No 

Position  
Unclear  Total 

Guyra residents and ratepayers 2 95 6 1 104 

Armidale Dumaresq residents and 
ratepayers 

1 3 2 1 7 

Non-resident submissions
1
 0 5 3 2 10 

Total 3 103 11 4 121 
Notes: 1. Residents of other areas, representative organisations and parliamentary representatives 

 

As indicated earlier, the clear majority of submissions were in opposition to the proposal.  However, 
it is only fair to point out that the total number of submissions received represents only a minor 
proportion of the populations involved.  This is further dealt with in Chapter 5.4. 
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Figure 2. Levels of Activation of Residents & Ratepayers 

 Guyra 
Residents 

& 
Ratepayers 

Armidale 
Dumaresq 

Residents & 
Ratepayers 

Total 
Proposed 

Area 

Submissions lodged in total 104 7 111
2
 

Attendees at Public Inquiries 330 94 424 

Sub Total 434 101 535 

Less: Attendees who made submissions
1
 98 7 105 

Total 336 94 430 

Total population of LGA 4,619 25,327 29,946 

Proportion of population active in Delegate’s process 7.274% 0.371% 1.436% 
Notes: 1. To avoid double counting people who made a formal submission and attended a public inquiry hearing 
 2. This total does not include the 10 non-resident submissions 

 

The following table identifies the issues raised in written and verbal submissions.  It should be noted 
that as each submission might identify several issues, the total will not equal the total number of 
submissions received. 
 

Figure 3. Proportion of Submissions Relating to Key Issues 

S.263(3) Consideration Number % 

Financial advantages/disadvantages 55 45% 

Community of interest 58 48% 

Historical and traditional values 10 8% 

Attitudes of residents and ratepayers 97 80% 

Elected representation 53 44% 

Adequate, equitable services 61 50% 

Employment of staff 36 30% 

Impact on rural communities 37 31% 

Need for wards 10 8% 

Opinions of diverse communities 14 12% 

Other relevant factors 21 17% 

 

Each of the submissions has been read and assessed as part of the examination process and notes  
were made of each of the speaker presentations during the public inquiry.  These have, similarly, 
been considered in the analysis of the proposal.  Transcripts have also been prepared of the public 
inquiries. 
 
As a general rule, however, it is not proposed to comment on individual submissions or 
presentations, but rather to group issues into areas of commonality and to address them in that 
manner.   
 
Each section of Chapter 5 deals with each of the section 263 factors of consideration and contains a 
list of “Matters Raised in Submissions” representing these broad themes.  
 
The exceptions to this will be the submissions received from Guyra Shire and Armidale Dumaresq 
Councils, major representative organisations and those that provide an especially pertinent or 
unique perspective on the issue being considered. 
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In Chapter 5, where each of the Section 263(3) factors  are discussed, the word “submission” is used 
as a collective term to refer to written or on-line submissions, verbal presentations at the Public 
Inquiry hearings or any other means of communicating views to the Delegate. 
 
It is also noted that all submissions made as part of the examination process, with the exception of 
those specified by the submitter as confidential, will be made publicly available at the conclusion of 
the process, together with the transcripts of each of the public inquiry sessions. 
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CHAPTER 5 EXAMINATION OF THE PROPOSAL 

 

5.1 Financial Advantages or Disadvantages 

 Legislative Description 

Section 263(3)(a) – the financial advantages or disadvantages (including the economies or 
diseconomies of scale) of any relevant proposal to the residents and ratepayers of the areas 
concerned 
 

 Matters Raised in Submissions 

The principal matters raised most commonly in submissions include: 
 

 KPMG’s financial modelling   
  Concerns about methodology 
  Existing savings from current shared services not recognised in modelling 
  Implementation costs 
  Savings not significant enough to justify loss of autonomy 

 External impacts on Council finances 

 Ratings 
  Rating differentials between areas 
  The rates freeze – longer term impacts 

 Fit for the Future 
  Performance benchmarks 
  Both councils currently unfit 
  Council Improvement Plans 
  

o The issue of financial advantages or disadvantages was addressed in 45% of submissions. 

 
 The Key Issues - Analysis 

 
The KPMG Modelling and Its Methodology 
The KPMG analysis and modelling of the potential financial elements of the merger proposal 
has attracted a considerable amount of public criticism.  Much of that criticism is based on 
the view that the modelling is superficial and lacks detail and that it does not take into 
account some of the more specific factors of each proposal.  While the assessment of the 
depth of the analysis may be true, the criticism is largely unwarranted as the modelling was 
only ever intended to be a high level assessment, at least to my observation and following 
discussions with representatives of that firm. 
 
My own assessment of the modelling leads me to believe that it has been derived utilising 
generic (industry level) assumptions and the published data of the individual councils.  
Regardless of the detailed veracity of the modelling outcomes, the results provide a starting 
point for a more specific analysis of this particular proposal. 
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In some ways, the assumptions within the modelling are quite conservative in nature.  The 
discount rate employed, for example, is 9.5% (a rate mandated by NSW Treasury for such 
exercises).  Current commercial assessments would use the weighted average cost of capital, 
which is considerably lower than the utilised rate of 9.5%.  In fact, Morrison Low 
(commissioned by Guyra Shire Council) has utilised a rate of 7%.  Higher discount rates 
adjust for risk and other factors.  Therefore, given the high discount rate, it is likely that the 
potential net benefits provided in the modelling are somewhat underestimated.   
 
Regardless of the broad assumptions there will usually be an identifiable variance between 
estimate and or similar actual position.  It is noted in the merger proposal that an estimated 
$9 million over twenty years would be saved through streamlining senior staff and councillor 
positions ($3 million), redeployment of back office and administrative functions ($5 million) 
and efficiencies through joint purchasing and procurement ($1 million).  The annual savings 
are estimated to be $700,000 per annum from 2020 onwards. 
 
Guyra Shire and Armidale Dumaresq have an existing shared services agreement that sees 
approximately 80% of back office administration performed under that arrangement.  It is 
difficult to accept that the full quantum of KPMG’s projected savings could be realised in this 
area.  Professor Brian Dollery of the University of New England, himself an Armidale 
resident, provides considerable evidence in his submission (and in a report commissioned by 
the United Services Union) of the general failure to meet savings targets in amalgamation 
processes.4 
 
It is expected that the costs of seven councillors would be saved (less any increase in 
remuneration due to the increased size of the Council) if a new Council of nine councillors 
was instituted, as would the costs of at least one General Manager.  There may be some 
savings in senior staff positions although it is my understanding that senior staff at Guyra 
Shire (other than the General Manager) would be protected by the Act’s employment 
protection provisions.  This is discussed further in Chapter 5.7 
 
Further, the KPMG analysis does not identify any potential diseconomies of scale and in the 
absence of the capacity to conduct a detailed expert analysis it is not possible to be certain 
that none would arise.  This is particularly so due to the distances involved in administering 
such a large area. 
 
In any case, even if the full extent of the projected savings was to be realised, the $700,000 
annual saving would represent just 1.4% of the projected annual operating revenues of the 
new entity in 2020.  This is not a significant saving relative to the full budget.   
 
It is my view, however, that merging the two Councils would lead to some savings and 
efficiencies as a result of improved scale and the existing shared services arrangements.  The 
costs of integrating IT and systems would be minimal due to the existing arrangements.  
Whether the savings would be in the order of the KPMG estimates is debatable. 
 
Previous Assessments 
There has been a considerable body of work carried out over recent years on the 
sustainability of individual councils in New South Wales. 
 

                                                           
4
 Review of KPMG (2016) Outline of Financial Modelling Assumptions for Local Government Merger Proposals 

Technical Paper 
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Set out below as Figure 4 is a summary of the reviews undertaken since 2012 and their 
findings in relation to Armidale Dumaresq Council and Guyra Shire Council. 
 

 

Figure 4. Summary of Review Findings 

Review Indicator 

Finding 

Armidale 
Dumaresq Council 

Guyra Shire 
Council 

Independent Local 
Government Review 
Panel (2013) 

Grant Dependency Not Stated High 

Merger Potential High High 

NSW Office of Local 
Government – Local 
Government 
Infrastructure Audit 
(2013) 

Asset Rating Moderate Very Weak 

NSW Treasury 
Corporation – 
Financial 
Sustainability of the 
NSW Local 
Government Sector 
(2013) 

Financial Sustainability Rating 
(FSR) 

Moderate Moderate 

Outlook Neutral Negative 

IPART – Final Report 
Assessment of 
Council Fit for the 
Future Proposals 
(2015) 

Overall Not Fit Not Fit 

Scale and Capacity Does Not Satisfy Does Not Satisfy 

Sustainability Does Not Satisfy Does Not Satisfy 

Infrastructure and Service 
Management 

Satisfies Satisfies 

Efficiency Satisfies Does Not Satisfy 

 
Current Position of the Councils 
The Fit for the Future performance and sustainability benchmarks have been publicly 
available for some time and the two Councils’ ratings are now common knowledge.  It is not 
my intention to revisit any of that work other than to identify that I believe them to be 
generally fair assessment tools.  The only exception that I make for the purpose of this 
exercise is the Scale and Capacity benchmark of a population of 10,000, which is not relevant 
to the financial aspects of this discussion. 
 
Armidale Dumaresq Council recorded a General Fund deficit of $1.5245 million in the 
financial year 2014/2015.  This is part of a pattern of General Fund deficits over recent years.  
The Council’s water and sewer funds generally return significant surpluses (for good and 
proper reasons).  Continued deficits in a General Fund are not sustainable. 
 
Guyra Shire Council has similarly recorded successive General Fund deficits and, again, the 
position is unsustainable in the long term.  The Operating Performance ratios for both 
Councils are below the accepted benchmark at present and Guyra’s ratio is projected to 
exceed the benchmark by 2019 only in the event that a substantial Special Rate Variation 
(30%) is approved and implemented.  Armidale Dumaresq’s operating performance ratio is 
scheduled to achieve the benchmark briefly before declining once again. 
 

                                                           
5
 Armidale Dumaresq Council – Audited Annual Financial Statements (Schedule 21) 2014/2015 
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In my assessment, both Councils require substantial rating increases over time to return to 
financial sustainability.  Guyra Shire has already consulted its community and has apparent 
agreement to proceed with a 30% rate increase.  Armidale Dumaresq’s long term financial 
plan, and its Council Improvement Plan, also flag rating increases in the near future. 
 
The Councils both have significant infrastructure backlogs.  In the case of Armidale 
Dumaresq, current estimates to bring assets to an acceptable standard is $22.4 million while 
Guyra Shire’s requirement is $18.5 million.  The combined area would need to spend more 
than $40 million to bring its assets up to an acceptable standard.  Both Councils have 
commented that valuation methodologies might vary, however even if valuations of 
required works reduced by a significant 10%, the backlog still requires a substantial 
investment. 
 
Rating Issues 
Although both Councils utilise a similar methodology for rating calculations (base rate plus 
ad valorem component) the outcome for ratepayers is quite different between the two 
areas.  Armidale Dumaresq Council’s (ADC) average rates per property are higher than those 
issued by Guyra Shire, reflecting both the policy settings of the two Councils and the broader 
range of regional type activities such as the regional airport undertaken by ADC.  The 
following table identifies the differences: 
 

Figure 5. Average Rates Comparison – Office of Local Government Performance Report 

Rating Category 
Armidale Dumaresq6 

(current) 
Guyra Shire 
(current)7 

Guyra Shire 
(proposed)8 

Residential $901.36 $423.61 $623 

Business $3,262.89 $680.56 $911 

Farmland $2,515.59 $2,235.29 $3,015 

Mining $2,100 $600.00 $785 

 
Clearly, even after the 30% Special Rate Variation proposed by Guyra Shire Council, there 
remain significant differences in the average rates paid in most categories. 

 
A transition period for harmonising rates would be required, and the use of differential 
rating – within rating categories – would also be necessary.  It will also be incumbent on 
residents and communities to be actively engaged in the public processes related to 
developing any new Council’s financial/rating strategies and policies to ensure that fairness 
and equity are achieved for all ratepayers.  
 
NSW Government Funding Package 
It would be disingenuous to suggest that the NSW Government’s assistance package is 
anything other than a critical factor in the financial advantages or disadvantages of this 
proposal.  $5 million in merger cost assistance and $10 million in infrastructure funding are 
significant incentives in their own right. 
 
Having established that the two Councils already participate strongly in the sharing of 
services and utilise common IT, finance, human resources and procurement arrangements, 
the $5 million assistance might well be utilised effectively in enhancing the common 

                                                           
6
 Office of Local Government Performance report 

7
 Office of Local Government Performance report 

8
 Office of Local Government Performance report 
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activities and meeting the expense of other harmonisation requirements.  Guyra’s own 
submission identifies a range of merger implementation costs from $3 million to $15.5 
million.  My belief, given the high levels of existing shared services, is that the $5 million 
assistance package will meet the costs required. 
 
Similarly, although it will only resolve 25% of the infrastructure backlog, the $10 million 
infrastructure assistance can only be a positive influence on the financial outcomes for the 
communities of the Armidale Dumaresq Council and Guyra Shire Council areas. 
 

 Conclusion 

Neither of the two Councils are in a favourable long term financial position.  Both require 
significant rating increases to support their long term viability.  Their individual General Fund 
operations have been in deficit for several years.  Their infrastructure backlogs combine to 
require more than $40 million to bring their assets to a satisfactory condition.  Existing 
shared services arrangements and the limitations of the KPMG modelling combine to call 
into doubt the projected savings and efficiencies from a merger, although it would be likely 
to generate some efficiencies in Councillor-related expenses and other areas.  Questions of 
equity need to be satisfied in any dealings with harmonising rates in any merged entity. 
 
The proposed assistance package offered by the NSW Government is, however, a substantial 
incentive and financial advantage.  The ability to remove 25% of the combined infrastructure 
backlog must be an attractive option. 
 
It is my view that there is a financial advantage to the proposed merger, if the Government 
assistance package is provided. 
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5.2 Community of Interest and Geographic Cohesion 

 Legislative Description 

 Section 263(3)(b) –   the community of interest and geographic cohesion in the existing areas 
and in any proposed new area 
 

 Matters Raised in Submissions 

The principal matters raised most commonly in submissions include: 
 

 Disparate demographics 

 o Age 

 o Economic 

 o Education 

 o Indigenous 

 o Employment 

 Rural -v- Urban 
 
This issue was addressed in 48% of submissions. 

 

 The Key Issues - Analysis 

The city of Armidale performs the function of a regional centre for much of the northern 
New England region of New South Wales.  It has the educational, medical, retail, 
governmental, service and transport facilities and capacity to serve the wider catchment of 
the New England region and it is clear that many of the residents of surrounding rural areas, 
outside of the Armidale Dumaresq Council area, utilise the services and facilities resident in 
the LGA. 
 
However, this is not to say that there is a uniform or consistent community of interest across 
the proposal area. 
 
Both of the Councils identify that they each have small communities within their boundaries 
that identify with centres in adjoining local government areas. 
 
Guyra Shire Council concedes that the town of Guyra does, indeed, have a community of 
interest with Armidale, though a number of its outlying villages have stronger ties with other 
regional centres.  Tingha is only 25 kilometres from Inverell yet is 65 kms from Guyra and 
102 kms from Armidale.  Ben Lomond is proximate to Guyra (23 kms) but closer to Glen 
Innes (40 kms) than to Armidale (61 kms).  The submissions lodged by the Glen Innes Severn 
and Inverell Shire Councils reflect these issues in their desire to undertake boundary 
variations (discussed in Chapter 5.11 – Other Relevant Matters). 
 
As pointed out by Armidale Dumaresq Council, some of its existing localities are quite distant 
from Armidale and have practical linkages to other centres.  An example is the Lower Creek 
and Carrai Plateau localities in the eastern portion of the existing ADC area.  It is closer to 
Kempsey than to Armidale in distance and significantly closer in travel time because of 
unsealed roads to Armidale.  It also shares the Kempsey postcode. 
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In all of these examples, and others no doubt, there are linkages based around access and 
transport infrastructure.  However, there are deeper and less tangible elements that go to 
determining community of interest. 
 
Many of the demographic aspects of the two Council areas differ however I do not believe 
that any of the differences are significant enough to provide an impediment to a proposed 
merger.  There are demographic variations even within the boundaries of the existing 
council areas.  
 
In practical terms, Guyra Shire’s population is slightly older, has a higher proportion of 
indigenous people and a lower proportion of people from a non-English speaking 
background.  Average incomes are lower in Guyra Shire than Armidale Dumaresq.  
Unemployment rates are similar but both lower than group averages. 
 
Perhaps the most significant difference between the two Councils, that was extensively 
commented upon in the submissions, is the issue of agriculture and rural activity.  
Agriculture is the largest employer industry in Guyra Shire, while education and training is 
the largest  employer industry in Armidale Dumaresq, despite the rural component of ADC 
(the former Dumaresq Shire) being as large as the present Guyra Shire. 
 
It is proposed to comment further on the issue of rural and urban conflicts in Chapter 5.8 – 
Impacts on Rural Communities, and elsewhere in this report as appropriate. 
 

 Conclusion 

There are significant communities of interest between Guyra Shire and Armidale Dumaresq.  
However, those communities of interest are not complete or consistent.  Within a 70 
kilometre radius from the Armidale CBD one could expect a reasonable community of 
interest in terms of distance travelled in a rural or regional setting.  That radius distance 
encompasses most of the proposal area.  It would be my contention that it is only the 
presence of other centres (such as Glen Innes, Inverell or Kempsey) that attract residents at 
the periphery of the proposal area away from Armidale for their regional needs. 
 
A similar and equally compelling argument could be made for those areas outside of the 
current proposal in adjoining local government areas in their relationship to Armidale.  
However, consideration of these matters is outside the scope of my delegation. 
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5.3 Existing Historical and Traditional Values 

 Legislative Description 

 Section 263(3)(c) –   the existing historical and traditional values in the existing areas and the 
impact of change on them 
 

 Matters Raised in Submissions 

The principal matters raised most commonly in submissions include: 
 

 Local identity and character 

 Heritage 

 Rural values and character 
 
This issue was addressed in 8% of submissions. 

  

 The Key Issues - Analysis 

This factor has not generated a great deal of material in the submissions process from 
residents and ratepayers.  Concerns related to the loss of identity and rural character were 
the most frequently raised matters from the few comments received. 
 
The Guyra Shire Council makes the point that it has traditionally maintained close liaison and 
co-operation with many local organisations, clubs and groups.  This close co-operation has 
fostered very high levels of volunteerism within the Guyra Shire community, something that 
is often seen in rural areas.  The Guyra Shire Council expresses concern that if these groups 
were not able to have such ready access to and responsiveness from a merged council, then 
levels of volunteerism and philanthropic activity would decline, to the detriment of the 
broader community.  This was a concern expressed regularly at the Public Inquiry.  It does 
go, in part, to the issue of local representation (to be discussed in Chapter 5.5).  
 
Armidale Dumaresq Council’s submission refers to the two previous Boundaries Commission 
reviews in 2004 and 2010 and states that little has altered in relation to the historical and 
traditional values of the area since that time.  In the historical context, Armidale is the 
largest centre in the region and is a hub for medical, educational and government services, 
and cultural and recreational facilities for the surrounding rural districts regardless of council 
boundaries.  It has been so for many years and is expected to remain so regardless of a 
merging of councils, should that be the outcome of this process. 
 
 

 Conclusion 

Armidale is the regional centre of the district and will continue to undertake that function 
for the surrounding rural districts.  Many residents of Guyra Shire, however, are wary of 
losing the traditional access they have enjoyed to their Council and councillors and of a 
possible consequent diminution of volunteerism if that access and support is not sustained. 
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5.4 Attitude of Residents and Ratepayers 

 Legislative Description 

 Section 263(3)(d) – the attitude of the residents and ratepayers of the areas concerned 
 

 Matters Raised in Submissions 

The principal matters raised most commonly in submissions include: 
 

 Majority oppose proposal 

 Council polling 

 Approach of NSW Government 
 
This issue was addressed in 80% of submissions. 

 

 The Key Issues - Analysis 

The overwhelming majority of submissions, either written or verbal, were strongly opposed 
to the merger proposal.  A small number of submissions did support a merger and a further 
small number of submissions expressed views that the current proposal was not the optimal 
option, favouring a four-way merger between Armidale Dumaresq, Guyra Shire, Uralla Shire 
and Walcha Councils (including the Armidale Dumaresq Council itself).   
 
Local media coverage of the proposal has been significant with print, television and radio 
commentary regularly appearing over the period of the proposal’s examination. 
 
With less than 15% of Guyra’s electors, about 1% of Armidale Dumaresq’s electors and an 
aggregate of less than 3% of the total elector base for the proposal actively involved in the 
process, it is difficult to say that the attitude of the resident and ratepayer base is opposed 
to the proposal.  It is clear, however, that of those actively engaged in the 
submissions/public inquiry process, the majority were opposed. 
 
Guyra Shire Council did commission a polling exercise to gauge community opinions and 
views in the matter and the result was a resounding “no” response to the question of “Do 
you agree with the NSW Government’s proposal to merge Guyra Shire Council with Armidale 
Dumaresq Council?”  94.4% of respondents answered the question in the negative.  The 
phone survey was of the random sample type (with demographic and geographic 
parameters) and the sample size was 405 people, almost 13% of Guyra Shire’s elector base. 
 
It is clear that the Guyra community response was passionate and heartfelt and focussed 
largely around the loss of independence and identity that it feels will come with a Council 
merger.  In the Armidale Dumaresq area many of the responses came from residents of the 
former Dumaresq Shire and opposed the merger largely to protect Guyra Shire residents 
from what they saw as rural neglect.  It is extremely difficult to justify or quantify that fear in 
reality and it will be discussed further in Chapters 5.6 – Services and Facilities and 5.8 – 
Impacts on Rural Communities. 
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It must be said that, on balance, the Armidale urban population appears to be ambivalent 
about the proposal, a sentiment that the Armidale Dumaresq Council itself identifies in its 
submission. 
 
It is not proposed to deal with the reasons why attitudes to the proposal were negative here 
as they will be dealt with in the balance of this chapter. 
 
A significant amount of criticism is evident in submissions of the process undertaken by the 
NSW Government to propose the merger of the two Councils.  Once again, I do not propose 
to deal with this issue as it falls outside the terms of reference for my examination. 
 
 

 Conclusion 

The attitudes of those people actively engaging in the examination process of this merger 
are significantly opposed to the proposal.  The people of Guyra Shire have been much more 
active in this process than the population of Armidale Dumaresq. 
 
The proportion of the total population actively engaged does, however, represent only a 
small percentage (1.465%) of those potentially affected. 
 
It is also worthy of mention that the level of negative commentary about the current 
Armidale Dumaresq Council, particularly among its own residents, is concerning.  Of course, I 
make no judgement on the merits or otherwise of that commentary, but simply note it. 
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5.5 Elected Representation 

 Legislative Description 

 Section 263(3)(e) – the requirements of the area concerned in relation to elected 
representation for residents and ratepayers at the local level, the desirable and appropriate 
relationship between elected representatives and ratepayers and residents and such other 
matters as it considers relevant in relation to the past and future patterns of elected 
representation for that area 
 

 Matters Raised in Submissions 

The principal matters raised most commonly in submissions include: 
 

 Loss of representation 
 o Councillors per capita 
 o Loss or dilution of rural focus 
 o Accessibility of councillors 
 o Ability to service community activities 

 
This issue was addressed in 44% of submissions. 

  

 The Key Issues - Analysis 

The issue of loss of representation was one of the most highly commented upon issues in 
submissions.  As is to be expected, the issue is more problematic for the population of the 
smaller of the Councils and, in this case, it is an issue that has exercised the minds of those 
Guyra Shire residents making submissions. 
 
At the 2012 general Council elections the following statistics applied: 
 

Figure 6. Election Statistics – 2012 
 Guyra Shire 

Council 
Armidale 

Dumaresq Council 
Total Proposal 

Area
1
 

Population 4,619 25,327 29,946 

Enrolled Electors 3,127 16,272 19,399 

Elector Turnout (Formal votes) 2,457 / 78.6% 12,483 / 76.7% 14,940 / 77.0% 

Councillors to be elected 6 10 9 

Candidates 8 31  

Quota required for election 352 1,135 1,495 

Representation Ratio - Population 1:770 1:2,533 1:3,327 

Representation Ratio – Electors 1:521 1:1,627 1:2,155 

Representation Ratio – Voters 1:425 1:1,330 1:1,660 
Notes: 1. Based on 9 councillors and similar elector turnout to 2012 election 

 
There is no doubt that a merger of the two Councils will result in higher representation 
ratios for the residents of the current Guyra Shire.  In fact, if the number of councillors for 
this proposed merged council is set at nine (as I believe is appropriate and will justify later in 
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this section), then the representation ratio for residents in the existing Armidale Dumaresq 
Council also increases. 
 
However, a ratio of 3,327 residents per councillor remains at the lower end of the scale for 
councils in regional areas.    The table below sets out the representation ratios for similar 
regional centres throughout New South Wales. 
 

Figure 7. Representation Ratios 
Council Population Councillors Ratio 

Tamworth Regional Council 60,495 9 1:6,721 

Dubbo City Council 41,573 11 1:3,779 

Greater Taree City Council 48,941 9 1:5,437 

Goulburn Mulwaree Council 29,376 8 1:3,672 

 
It is true that a smaller number of councillors serving a larger population may lead to 
reduced levels of access by citizens, difficulties in covering (reaching, attending and 
allocating) some community events where distances of travel are involved, and the potential 
disenfranchisement of some smaller rural communities.  These, however, are issues faced by 
many councils across the state and addressed by utilising varying consultative and 
participative mechanisms.  In its submission, Armidale Dumaresq Council seeks improved 
remuneration for councillors under those circumstances.  This is a matter for the Local 
Government Remuneration Tribunal to consider in the event of a merger. 
 
Guyra Shire already has an effective community consultative process that might be 
converted to a town or village committee model for a more centralised Council.  Section 355 
of the Act provides a way of empowering communities to have the care, control and 
management of facilities and activities at the local level.  This is an area that might be 
effectively explored if a merger was to proceed and, indeed, both of the existing Councils 
have supported this notion. 
 
If we put to one side the ratio of population per councillor, we come to perhaps the major 
concern held by residents of the rural areas (not just Guyra Shire residents but also the 
residents of the former Dumaresq Shire).  That concern is that the imbalance between rural 
residents/electors and town based residents/electors will leave the rural communities 
largely unrepresented. 
 
The population of the Guyra Shire would, in all probability, only elect one or two candidates 
to a merged Council if the quota was around 1,500 votes and there were nine positions to be 
filled.  With an 80% turnout (approximately 2,500 former Guyra Shire voters) and consistent 
voting patterns for a “Guyra Shire” candidate, one candidate could be elected and possibly a 
second depending upon the campaign strategy employed.  If two candidates were elected, 
the Guyra Shire would be over-represented on the new Council with 22% of the councillors 
for 16% of the population. 
 
It is also possible that the electors within the former Dumaresq Shire area might also support 
rural candidates.  A “rural block” of three councillors could certainly represent an influential 
cohort among nine councillors. 
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All of this is dependent upon the usual factors in local government elections – good 
candidates, good campaigns and committed voters.  That is not something that can be (nor 
should be) enacted by proclamation.  Ultimately, the outcomes of elected representation 
depend as much on the actions and behaviours of communities as they do on the structures 
that enable them. 
 
However, section 218C of the Act deals with facilitating provisions of proclamations relating 
to amalgamations and, in particular, the representative structure of the new area.   
 
Section 218C 

1. A proclamation of the Governor for the purposes of this Division may include 
provisions of the same kind as are referred to in section 213. 

 
2. Such a proclamation may also include provisions for or with respect to: 

a) the appointment of administrators for any area constituted by the proclamation, 
and 

b) the continuation in office, as councillors of any area constituted by the 
proclamation, of any or all of the councillors of any area dissolved by the 
proclamation.   (emphasis added) 

 
3. Section 224(1) does not apply to any councillors who continue in office by virtue of 

such a proclamation. 
 
This provision does at least provide some remedy for the immediate term and would provide 
scope for more balanced representation in the immediate term. 
 
As to the number of councillors, in the event of the merger preceding it is my belief that nine 
councillors with a Mayor elected by the councillors is an appropriate structure.  An odd 
number of councillors reduces reliance on Mayoral casting votes and nine is a manageable 
number.  It also provides a reasonable economy in the remuneration of councillors, which is 
based on the size of the council and is a “per councillor” rate. 
 
 

 Conclusion 

The challenges of reduced representation ratios are acknowledged as a new, merged Council 
with nine councillors would generate a representation ratio of 1 councillor for every 3,327 
residents.  The rural areas have the potential to be slightly over-represented on the Council 
relative to population in the event of a strong rural team of candidates running a successful 
campaign strategy.   Both of the current Councils’ Mayors are elected by their councillors 
and this system should be retained in any merged entity. 
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5.6 Providing Adequate, Equitable and Appropriate Services and Facilities 

 Legislative Description 

 Section 263(3)(e1) – the impact of any relevant proposal on the ability of the councils of the 
areas concerned to provide adequate, equitable and appropriate services and facilities, 
 

 Matters Raised in Submissions 

The principal matters raised most commonly in submissions include: 
 

 Disparate policy settings 
 o Pricing 
 o Range 
 o Specialisation 

 Harmonisation of services 

 Risk of centralisation in Armidale 
 
This issue was addressed in 50% of submissions. 

 

 The Key Issues - Analysis 

The two Councils provide a differing range and standard of services and have different 
costing structures in providing those services.  The table below sets out the differing 
expenditure levels, per capita, on areas of service expenditure: 
 
 
The submission by the Guyra Shire Council identifies a number of services that it provides to 
its community that Armidale Dumaresq Council does not currently provide to its community.  
These are particularly in the area of childrens services and aged care.  However, there are 
also community services provided by ADC that are not within the service suite of GSC at 
present. ADC has, for example, dedicated co-ordination positions in the youth and 
indigenous areas.  It would seem, however, that there is a difference in approach with GSC 
owning and operating its aged care facility (Kolara) and long day care centre, while ADC 
tends to provide co-ordinator roles to work with existing non-Council services.  This is not 
unusual in larger centres where competitive forces prevail, whereas in smaller communities 
like Guyra Shire, councils tend to intervene where there are no market-based providers for 
necessary social services. 
 
In the case of Guyra Shire’s Kolara aged care facility (currently subject to a major upgrade), 
this is subsidised by general revenue and it is my understanding that the community was 
consulted on this matter at the time and supports the Council’s role in this activity/business.  
In view of this subsidy, a new Council may review its involvement over time. 
 
GSC also expressed concerns about the future of the library in Guyra and centralised 
decision making in the event of a merger.  The matter of centralised decision making will be 
an issue in most areas of service provision and will be dealt with by the longer term decision 
making of any new Council.  That longer term decision making must be viewed in the context 
of elected representation and community consultation and activation (see Chapter 5.5). 
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While fears exist that a new council might not continue with one or other of those services, I 
believe it is actually equally likely that the existing ADC services may spread to the broader 
population over time. 
 

Figure 8 – Cost of Services per capita ($)9 

Service Area Armidale 
Dumaresq 

Guyra Shire 

Environment (incl. Waste) 286.82 122.50 

Water & Sewer 485.22 408.40 

Community Services 167.70 623.04 

Recreation & Culture 183.56 230.79 

Public Order, Safety & Health 73.43 105.06 

Libraries 63.29 51.88 

 
With the exception of water and sewer expenditure per capita, there is little similarity 
between the two Councils’ approaches.  The policy context in which both of the current 
Councils operate is also quite different.  A number of speakers at the Public Inquiry and 
written submissions make reference to the differing approaches of the Councils and the 
resultant impacts on services and service levels. 
 
Examples were provided of significant differences in development policy and practice.  The 
willingness of Guyra Shire Council to attract and facilitate rural industry was contrasted to 
Armidale Dumaresq Council’s preference for education and service industry development.  
Average approval time for development applications was cited as an indicator of this 
difference.  It is true that Guyra Shire has a much speedier average turnaround time on 
Development Applications (average of 22 days) than Armidale Dumaresq (average of 43 
days)10 and this – perhaps – reflects the differences in policy approach, and relative strategic 
importance placed, by the respective Councils.   
 
As a further example of the different approaches employed by the two Councils, GSC levies a 
water service charge of $310 per property while ADC sets its access charge at $215.  While 
this difference may seem significant, ADC’s usage charges are substantially higher (78%) than 
GSC’s.  This may identify a charging regime, in ADC’s case, aimed at promoting water saving 
by pricing access charges low and usage charges higher as a disincentive for excess 
consumption, a policy that does not, at face value, exist at Guyra Shire.  
 

 Conclusion 

The range, standard and pricing of services is generally revised by councils over time as 
community expectations and operational necessities change.  It is not practical to require 
the “freezing” of any of these things for an extended period of time in the case of a merger 
(acknowledging, of course, the Minister for Local Government’s proposal for a four-year rate 
freeze in merged councils).  Needs and circumstances change and policy and practice must 
change apace.  Nevertheless, it would be prudent for any new Council to deal sensitively 
with any harmonisation, centralisation or abandonment of services during the first years of 
any merger.  Similarly, it could be reasonably expected that effective community 
consultation would occur in the longer term in the event of significant changes to the policy 
and service suites. 

                                                           
9
 NSW Office of Local Government – Measuring Local Government Performance 

10
 http://www.datareporting.planning.nsw.gov.au/ldpm-executive-summary 
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5.7 Impacts on Staff Employment 

 Legislative Description 

 Section 263(3)(e2) – the impact of any relevant proposal on the employment of the staff by 
the councils of the areas concerned 
 

 Matters Raised in Submissions 

The principal matters raised most commonly in submissions include: 
 

 Legislative protections 
 o Staff levels 
 o “Rural centre” provisions 
 o Staff transfers 
 o Job losses 
 o Travel times and work health and safety 

 Local economic impacts 

 Responsiveness 
 
This issue was addressed in 30% of submissions. 

 

 The Key Issues - Analysis 

The United Services Union (USU) has made its broad opposition to forced mergers clear in its 
submission.  Notwithstanding that opposition, the USU has also urged compliance with those 
sections of the Act dealing with the protection, transfer and location of staff.  It has also 
urged the involvement of all relevant unions in transitional arrangements in the event that a 
merger does proceed. 
 
The protections enshrined in section 218CA include: 
 

 No forced redundancies for three years, 

 Staff cannot be required to transfer to a work base outside the boundaries of their 
former council area for three years if they would suffer unreasonable hardship, 

 For rural centres with a population of 5,000 or less, the new council must ensure 
that the number of regular staff positions is maintained as far as is reasonably 
practicable, and 

 For three years following the transfer of staff to the new council, the new council 
must not externally advertise permanent non-senior staff positions if the General 
Manager is satisfied that one or more of the transferred non-senior staff are suitably 
qualified to fill the position. 

 
It is clear that Guyra Shire does constitute a “rural centre” under the definition contained in 
section 354B of the Act and therefore all of the relevant provisions intended to protect 
existing staff will apply and any new Council would be required to comply with those 
provisions.  Armidale Dumaresq Council has indicated, within its submission, its intention to 
comply and has in fact indicated a likely small increase in staff numbers at Guyra Shire, 
though no detail has been provided. 
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Guyra Shire Council cites issues of job losses from the town, additional travel times and 
expense for any transferring staff and the likelihood that projected staff savings will not be 
achieved given the experience of other jurisdictions over time.  Other resident submissions 
also identify Council job losses and the consequent local economic impacts as a concern. 
 
The economic impact of staff leaving the town itself has been estimated by the Council to be 
$14.5 million Net Present Value (NPV) over 20 years, including the flow on effect of 
potentially losing population.  Other submissions have also identified this as a concern, citing 
the potential to lose teachers at the school and service jobs in the town.  Reduced property 
prices due to falling demand/increasing supply is also raised.  A number of submissions 
referred to the loss of 90% of the jobs from the former Nundle Shire Council after the 
amalgamation with Tamworth Regional Council in 2000. 
 
Over the same period, Guyra Shire Council estimates the economic cost of wage 
harmonisation and additional travel at $12.1 million NPV over 20 years and asserts that the  
average annual cost per employee for GSC is $8,092 lower than for ADC.  It contends that 
even a 50% discount on wage harmonisation would incur an additional $1 million annually in 
costs. 
 

 Conclusion 

There is both anecdotal and empirical evidence, borne out by a number of research studies, 
that most of the implications set out above have validity to some degree.  It is also true that 
there are rigorous legislative protections in place for the existing staff of the Councils. 
 
However, it is equally justified to maintain that if total jobs will increase post-merger (based 
on studies in other jurisdictions and quoted readily by opponents of council consolidation) 
and that wage harmonisation will be necessary in a post-merger council, then the outcome 
may well be more and better paid jobs for current staff. 
 
Under those circumstances, the real concern must be about the geographic allocation of 
those jobs over time and the potential multiplier impacts on the town of Guyra in the longer 
term.  The provisions of section 218CA have the effect of requiring any new Council to 
maintain staff numbers, as far as is reasonably practicable, at not less than the same level of 
regular staff as were employed by the previous Council immediately prior to any 
amalgamation.  This should protect the town from major job losses as a result of any merger. 
 
The matter of work health and safety issues resulting from staff being required to travel to 
and from Armidale is also mitigated by the section 218CA provisions and the normal duties 
of care necessary from employers in making decisions about the location of staff. 
 
Similarly, if section 218CA is complied with, concerns about responsiveness and travel time 
for working crews will be minimised. 
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5.8 Impacts on Rural Communities 

 Legislative Description 

 Section 263(3)(e3) – the impact of any relevant proposal on rural communities in the areas 
concerned 
 

 Matters Raised in Submissions 

The principal matters raised most commonly in submissions include: 
 

 Planning policy and assessment differences 
 o Pricing 
 o Range 
 o Specialisation 

 Guyra Shire’s focus on rural jobs 

 Lack of understanding in Armidale Dumaresq of rural issues 

 The Dumaresq Shire experience 
 
This issue was addressed in 31% of submissions. 

 

The Key Issues - Analysis 

Many of the issues addressed in submissions relating to the impact of a merger on rural 
communities have been addressed in other more specific sections of this report.  Service 
standards, a focus on rural jobs by Guyra Shire and elected representation are dealt with 
elsewhere. 
 
There is, however, a perception within the rural communities that the Armidale Dumaresq 
Council is very town-centric and does not have an appropriate level of understanding of rural 
issues.  There may be some truth to this if we consider the composition of the elected 
Council in Armidale Dumaresq.  There are several councillors with rural backgrounds and, I’m 
told, one primary producer on the Council at present.  However, the nine councillors who 
provide address details on the Council website all list an Armidale address. 
 
Providing commentary on this purported lack of rural empathy among the existing ADC 
councillors for rural issues were many of the submissions from residents of the former 
Dumaresq Shire area, now within the borders of the Armidale Dumaresq Council.  Examples 
about deteriorating road maintenance after the amalgamation in 2000, higher rates for rural 
producers and difficulties in seeking development consents for rural activities were provided 
as part of the written or verbal submissions process.  The rating issue has been dealt with in 
Chapter 5.1 dealing with the financial aspects of this merger proposal. 
 
Determining the veracity or accuracy of many of these claims is difficult and an example of 
the “cloudiness” of the issue is the road maintenance matter.   An example was given that 
the rural unsealed roads were graded more regularly under the former Dumaresq Shire than 
under the current Armidale Dumaresq regime.  An enquiry to ADC revealed that the specific 
road mentioned in the example was not actually a public road but was a stock route and that 
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the Council does not have maintenance responsibilities for that section.  This is a technically 
correct response but it does go to the differing service levels of the former and the current 
Councils.    
 

 Conclusion 

There is no doubt that many rural Guyra Shire residents feel that they will be disadvantaged 
by a merger with Armidale Dumaresq due to that Council’s lack of understanding of or 
empathy with rural issues.  Despite some examples being provided of deterioration in 
standards in the former Dumaresq Shire area, I have no doubt that there will be examples 
where those residents now enjoy access to a broader range and higher standard of services 
as a result of that merger.   
 
Ultimately, the protection of the interests of rural communities is as much a product of 
political activation as it is of structural reform.  In the event of a merger it will be incumbent 
on the residents of the Guyra Shire – as it is for the residents of the former Dumaresq Shire – 
to be actively engaged in the processes of elections, community consultations and 
participation in order to secure their outcomes and to influence any new Council, regardless 
of the background of the councillors. 
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5.9 Division into Wards 

 Legislative Description 

 Section 263(3)(e4) – in the case of a proposal for the amalgamation of two or more areas, 
the desirability (or otherwise) of dividing the resulting area or areas into wards 
 

 Matters Raised in Submissions 

The principal matters raised most commonly in submissions include: 
 

 Electoral wards are not supported 
 
This issue was addressed in 8% of submissions. 

 

 The Key Issues - Analysis 

Neither Guyra Shire Council nor Armidale Dumaresq Council support the implementation of 
a ward-based electoral system for any merged entity, nor do they currently utilise a ward 
system, although it is understood that Guyra Shire had a three ward system prior to the 
2012 election.  The issue is not one that has generated any real commentary in the broader 
base of submissions, although the Guyra branch of the NSW Farmers’ Federation does 
express its reservations on the division of an area into wards. 
 
The use of wards is much more common in urban and metropolitan council settings than in 
rural and regional councils.  The use of wards in rural areas may, in fact, function as a “cap” 
on the number of rural candidates that might be elected in a new Council, whereas in an 
undivided area, there is no limit to the number of seats that could be filled by rural 
candidates in the right circumstances. 
 
Notwithstanding the feared loss of representation demonstrated in submissions and 
discussed in Chapter 5.5, it may be that rural residents (that is, residents of the current 
Guyra Shire and of the former Dumaresq Shire) would account for between 35% and 40% of 
electors for any new council.  This would represent a significant block in any new council’s 
elected representation if an effective rural-based campaign was conducted. 
 

 Conclusion 

Given the relatively sparse population patterns in the rural areas of the Guyra Shire and the 
former Dumaresq Shire areas, compared to the denser population in the Armidale area, it is 
unlikely that a ward-based system would offer the types of representational outcomes that 
many seek and as are described in Chapter 5.5.  Therefore, in the event of a merger, wards 
will not be recommended. 
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5.10 Opinions of Diverse Communities 

 Legislative Description 

 Section 263(3)(e5) – in the case of a proposal for the amalgamation of two or more areas, 
the need to ensure that the opinions of each of the diverse communities of the resulting area 
or areas are effectively represented 
 

 Matters Raised in Submissions 

The principal matters raised most commonly in submissions include: 
 

 Small villages and rural communities -v- town/city focus 
 
This issue was addressed in 12% of submissions. 

 

 The Key Issues - Analysis 

Very little commentary has been made in the submissions on this factor and the types of 
diversity one would normally expect to seek to represent include language-based, racial, 
religious or indigenous communities.  In the case of this proposal, the proportions of the 
total population who identify as either Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders (ATSI) (6.3% 
ADC, 10% GSC) or Language Other Than English (LOTE) (6.5% ADC, 1.1% GSC) translate to a 
combined population proportion of 6.8% (ATSI) and 5.6% (LOTE).  There were no 
submissions that addressed either of these two groups specifically. 
 
Most of the commentary on this topic was centred around the so-called “rural/urban divide” 
and this has been extensively covered in other sections of this report.  Guyra Shire Council’s 
submission makes reference to these broad concerns about the loss or reduction of the 
community’s ability to maintain its uniqueness and identity.  Armidale Dumaresq Council, 
however, believes that diverse rural communities can be effectively represented through the 
use of local committees (presumably established under section 355 of the Act) and goes so 
far as to say that such a mechanism ought to be required in any proclamation of a new 
Council.  This is also my view.  While the use of local committees to advise upon, and even 
manage, some local facilities or services can be an effective way to retain local influence in 
larger councils, it does require constant and careful management and commitment by all 
parties. 
 

 Conclusion 

Councils – large and small – across New South Wales successfully manage a diversity of 
communities within their boundaries.  Many rural and regional Councils have stewardship of 
multiple communities and the success, or otherwise, of that stewardship is largely an 
outcome of the joint commitment and participation of the Council and its residents.  
Mechanisms such as section 355 of the Act provide a means of managing that diversity and 
securing some influence in small communities.  
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5.11 Other Relevant Factors 

 Legislative Description 

 Section 263(3)(f) – such other factors as it considers relevant to the provision of efficient and 
effective local government in the existing and proposed new areas 
 

 Matters Raised in Submissions 

The principal matters raised most commonly in submissions include: 
 

 Broader boundary issues 
 o Including additional Shires 
 o Glen Innes Severn Council boundary – Ben Lomond 
 o Inverell Shire Council boundary – Tingha 
  

This issue was addressed in 17% of submissions. 
 

 The Key Issues - Analysis 

New Armidale Dumaresq, Guyra Shire, Uralla Shire and Walcha Councils proposal 
In early March 2016, after the completion of the public inquiry and submissions process for 
this proposal, the Armidale Dumaresq Council submitted its own proposal to the Minister for 
Local Government.  That proposal seeks the merging of its own Council with the three rural  
shires of Guyra Shire, Uralla Shire and Walcha.   
 
This proposal has been delegated for separate examination and reporting and will be 
considered separately and concurrently with the proposal that is the subject of this report. 
 
Glen Innes Severn Council – Ben Lomond 
Glen Innes Severn Council has lodged a submission proposing that, in the event of a merger 
between ADC and GSC, the village of Ben Lomond (in the north of Guyra Shire) be 
transferred to Glen Innes Severn Council.  The proposal includes some of the rural area 
surrounding the village and also the incorporation of two boundary roads that are currently 
split between the two councils.  The Mayor of Glen Innes Severn Council, Councillor Colin 
Price, spoke at the Guyra hearing of the Public Inquiry and reiterated his Council’s view that 
while recognising that the village of Ben Lomond has a strong community of interest with 
Guyra (20 kms in distance), it has more connection with Glen Innes (40 kms) than Armidale 
(60 kms). 
 
This submission is beyond the scope of this examination and ought to be dealt with as a 
separate boundary variation proposal at some time after the conclusion of this process, if 
deemed appropriate. 
 
Inverell Shire Council – Tingha 
Inverell Shire Council has sought the inclusion of the western portion of the present Guyra 
Shire, incorporating Tingha and surrounds, into the Inverell Shire.  Inverell has also 
suggested that a portion of the funding package offered by the NSW Government to the 
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proposed merged council also be allocated to Inverell if it were to acquire this portion of the 
Guyra Shire. 
 
This submission is also beyond the scope of this examination and ought to be dealt with as a 
separate boundary variation proposal at some time after the conclusion of this process, if 
deemed appropriate. 
 
Strategic capacity and advocacy 
It is generally accepted, and my experience supports the notion, that Council organisations 
of larger size have better capacity to build higher level and more diverse skills than smaller 
Councils.  They are able to attract and retain a broader range of skill sets and offer more 
specialisation than smaller Councils.  Any new Council would probably have in the vicinity of 
300 full time equivalent staff and this would provide some scope to improve the strategic 
capacity of the Council. 
 
Similarly, Councils advocating to Government and others on behalf of a larger population 
generally have an advantage over smaller Councils.  The political heft of lobbying on behalf 
of a larger customer/elector base is quite real. 
 
In the case of this proposed merger, however, simply increasing the population from 
approximately 25,000 to approximately 30,000 represents a relatively minor improvement in 
any new Council’s strategic capacity or its ability to undertake higher level advocacy. 
 
Small Rural Councils 
In many ways, it is unfortunate that the Guyra Shire Council finds itself in this situation.  It is 
a small, rural Council that has taken the risk of entering a shared services model with a larger 
partner and, in pursuing efficiencies, has left itself with only limited capacity to stand alone.  
The Council ought to be commended for seeking these efficiencies while maintaining its 
close relationship with its community through its councillors. 
 

 Conclusion 

Two submissions from adjoining Councils call for boundary variations in their favour.  These 
are best dealt with as boundary variation proposals at some other time.  Armidale Dumaresq 
has lodged an alternate merger proposal and this is being dealt with separately from this 
proposal but as part of the current Local Government reform process. 
 
Strategic capacity and the ability to advocate on behalf of the community is likely to be only 
marginally improved in a larger Council organisation that increases from approximately 
25,000 to approximately 30,000 in population and from 230 staff (ADC) to 300 staff 
(combined). 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS 

None of the factors set out in the Act carries any more statutory weight than any other.  I have not 
attributed any differential weighting to any of the criteria individually.  However, the examination of 
this proposal not a “pass/fail” exercise where a simple majority of positive versus negative factors 
will determine the recommendation. Six positive factors do not necessarily outweigh five negative 
ones. 
 
The real test of this matter is whether a reasonable person, in possession of all of the facts and 
evidence presented, believes if the proposal has sufficient merit to be recommended to proceed. 
 
On that basis, then, let me revisit the individual factors set out in Chapter 5 and draw some 
conclusions: 
 
Financial advantages / disadvantages 
Neither of the two Councils are in a favourable, long term financial position.  Both require significant 
rating increases to support their long term viability.  Their individual General Fund operations have 
been in deficit for several years and it is highly unlikely that a combined entity would fare any better.  
Their infrastructure backlogs combine to require $40 million to bring their assets to a satisfactory 
condition.  Existing shared services arrangements and the limitations of the KPMG modelling 
combine to call into doubt the projected savings and efficiencies from a merger although it would be 
likely to generate some efficiencies in Councillor related expenses and other areas.  Questions of 
equity need to be satisfied in any dealings with harmonising rates in any merged entity. 

 
The proposed assistance package offered by the NSW Government is, however, a substantial 
incentive and financial advantage.  The ability to remove 25% of the combined infrastructure backlog 
must be an attractive option. 

 
It is my view that there is a financial advantage to the proposed merger, if the Government 
assistance package is provided. 
 
Community of interest 
There are significant communities of interest between the Guyra Shire and the city of Armidale.  
However, those communities of interest are not complete or consistent.  Within a 70 kilometre 
radius from the Armidale CBD one could expect a reasonable community of interest in terms of 
distance travelled in a rural or regional setting.  That radius distance encompasses most of the 
proposal area.  It would be my contention that it is only the presence of other centres (such as Glen 
Innes, Inverell or Kempsey) that attract residents at the periphery of the proposal area away from 
Armidale for their regional needs. 
 
Historical and traditional values 
Armidale is the regional centre of the district and will continue to undertake that function for the 
surrounding rural districts.  Many residents of Guyra Shire, however, are wary of losing the 
traditional access they have enjoyed to their Council and councillors and of a possible consequent 
diminution of volunteerism if that access and support is not sustained. 
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Attitudes of Residents and Ratepayers 
The attitudes of those people actively engaging in the process of this merger are significantly 
opposed to the proposal.  The people of Guyra Shire have been much more active than the 
population of Armidale Dumaresq.  The proportion of the total adult population(s) actively engaged 
does, however, represent only a small percentage (1.465%) of those potentially affected. 
 
Elected representation 
The challenges of reduced representation ratios are acknowledged as a new, merged Council with 
nine councillors would generate a representation ratio of 1 councillor for every 3,327 residents.  The 
rural areas have the potential to be slightly over-represented on the Council relative to population in 
the event of a strong rural team of candidates running a successful campaign strategy.   Both of the 
current Mayors are elected by their councillors and this system should be retained in any merged 
entity.  A cohort of nine councillors would be appropriate in the event the merger proceeds. 
 
Adequate, equitable services 
The range, standard and pricing of services are generally revised by councils over time as community 
expectations and operational necessities change.  It is not practical to require the “freezing” of any 
of these things for an extended period of time in the case of a merger (acknowledging, of course, the 
Minister for Local Government’s proposal for a four-year rate freeze in merged councils).  Needs and 
circumstances change and policy and practice must change apace.  Nevertheless, it would be 
prudent for any new Council to deal sensitively with any harmonisation, centralisation or 
abandonment of services during the first years of any merger.  Similarly, it could be reasonably 
expected that effective community consultation would occur in the longer term in the event of 
significant changes to the policy and service suites. 
 
Employment of staff 
There is evidence to suggest that total jobs will increase post-merger (based on studies in other 
jurisdictions and quoted readily by opponents of council consolidation) and that wage harmonisation 
will be necessary in a post-merger council.  Therefore, the outcome may well be more and better 
paid jobs for current staff. 
 
Under those circumstances, the real concern must be about the geographic allocation of those jobs 
over time and the potential multiplier impacts on the town of Guyra in the longer term.  The 
provisions of section 218CA have the effect of requiring any new Council to maintain staff numbers, 
as far as is reasonably practicable, at not less than the same level of regular staff as were employed 
by the previous Council immediately prior to any amalgamation.  This should protect the town from 
major job losses as a result of any merger. 
 
Impact on rural communities 
There is no doubt that many rural Guyra Shire residents feel that they will be disadvantaged by a 
merger with Armidale Dumaresq due to that Council’s perceived lack of understanding or empathy 
for rural issues.  Despite some examples being provided of deterioration in standards in the former 
Dumaresq Shire area I have no doubt that there will be examples where those residents now enjoy 
access to a broader range and higher standard of services as a result of that merger.   
 
Ultimately, the protection of the interests of rural communities is as much a product of political 
activation as it is of structural reform.  In the event of a merger it will be incumbent on the residents 
of the Guyra Shire – as it is for the residents of the former Dumaresq Shire – to be actively engaged 
in the processes of elections, community consultations and participation in order to secure their 
outcomes and to influence any new Council, regardless of the background of the councillors. 
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Need for wards 
There is no appetite if the two Councils were to merge for the use of wards within the electoral 
system among either of the two Councils or within the community of submissions.  Therefore, it will 
be recommended that, in the event of a merger, the area remain undivided for electoral purposes. 
 
Opinions of diverse communities 
Councils – large and small – across New South Wales successfully manage a diversity of communities 
within their boundaries.  Many rural and regional Councils have stewardship of multiple 
communities and the success, or otherwise, of that stewardship is largely an outcome of the joint 
commitment and participation of the Council and its residents.  Mechanisms such as section 355 of 
the Act provide a means of managing that diversity and securing some sovereignty in small 
communities. 
 
Other relevant factors 
Two submissions from adjoining Councils call for boundary variations in their favour.  These are best 
dealt with as boundary variation proposals at some other time.  Armidale Dumaresq has lodged an 
alternate merger proposal and this is being dealt with quite separately from the current proposal. 
 
Strategic capacity and the ability to advocate on behalf of the community is likely to be only 
marginally improved in a larger Council organisation that increases from 25,000 to 30,000 
population and from 230 staff (ADC) to 300 staff (combined). 
 
In summary, among the range of considerations in this matter, there are few major impediments to 
a merger taking place.  Certainly representation ratios would increase and access to elected 
councillors might be more difficult.  The views of the residents that have been involved in this public 
process are overwhelmingly against the proposal.  However, it is my belief that there are no matters 
within the ambit of Section 263(3) which present any major obstacle to a merger proceeding. 
 
Though scale and capacity are likely to be improved, the improvement is relatively small.  The 
resulting Council would still have a small population relative to other regional councils across NSW.  
If there is the need to consolidate councils in the New England region of New South Wales, it is my 
belief that a broader merger would provide more benefit in terms of scale and capacity, albeit within 
a larger geographic area. 
 
Perhaps the most telling factor, however, is the financial advantage or disadvantage of the proposal. 
 
There are significant financial issues to be overcome by these two Councils and it is not clear to me 
that the potential efficiencies will be sufficient to overcome those difficulties in the long term in an 
operational sense.  Savings identified within the proposal are unlikely to be fully achieved, for the 
reasons set out earlier, and are of only modest proportions in any case.  However, given that the two 
Councils currently share much of their back office administration, the $5 million offered by the NSW 
Government for merger-related operating costs are expected to go much of the way to not only 
offsetting those costs but to making significant improvements. 
 
The significant benefit, and the one that ultimately informs my recommendation, is the offer of $10 
million in capital funding.  The infrastructure backlog – regardless of how it is calculated from one 
year to the next – is significant across the two Councils and the communities of the region must 
suffer from the less than ideal state of infrastructure in both Council areas.  An injection of $10 
million will significantly reduce the level of infrastructure backlog works by some 25%.  
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For all of these reasons, and on a balance of all of the issues, I will recommend the merger of these 
Councils. 
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CHAPTER 7 RECOMMENDATIONS 

I have considered the merger proposal announced by the Minister of Local Government in 
January 2016. 
 
Having considered the merger proposal, the verbal and written submissions in regards to 
the factors set out in the section 263 of the Local Government Act 1993, I consider the 
proposal should proceed and that the following recommendations be considered: 
 
 
Recommendation 1 The existing areas of Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra Shire should be 

merged. 
 The new Council area should maintain the existing boundaries on 

commencement and should be called the New England Regional Council. 
 Any proposal to vary the boundaries, as proposed by the Glen Innes 

Severn and Inverell Shire Councils should be the subject of negotiation 
between those Councils and the new Council and a separate boundary 
variation proposal, if appropriate. 

  
Recommendation 2 The new Council area should be undivided for electoral purposes. 
  
Recommendation 3 The new Council should implement a system of local committees 

utilising Section 355 of the Local Government Act. 
 Representation in the rural areas of both Guyra Shire and the former 

Dumaresq Shire will be an important element of cohesion and will 
facilitate an effective transition.  Local committees, with delegated 
responsibility for the care, control and management of local services and 
facilities can also act as a consultative mechanism for the smaller 
communities within the new Council area. 

  
Recommendation 4 The Mayor of the new Council should be elected by the Councillors. 
  
Recommendation 5 An Administration Panel should be appointed to oversee the 

implementation and establishment of the new Council. 
 One experienced Councillor from each Council, together with an 

independent Chair should form an Administration Panel for a period of 
two years to establish the processes and structures of the new Council.  
Fresh elections should be held after this time. 

  
The Administrators will also need to appoint an Acting General Manager, 
pending the permanent appointment of a new General Manager by way 
of a merit based recruitment process.  
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Figure 1: Proposed new local government area 
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MINISTER’S FOREWORD 

Four years of extensive consultation, research and analysis have demonstrated that change is needed in 
local government to strengthen local communities. 

Independent experts have concluded that NSW cannot sustain 152 councils – twice as many as Queensland 
and Victoria. 

After considering the clear need for change, the Independent Local Government Review Panel (ILGRP) 
research and recommendations, the assessment of councils by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory 
Tribunal (IPART), council merger preferences, community views and the unique needs and characteristics of 
each region, I am putting forward the proposal to merge the local government areas of Armidale Dumaresq 
and Guyra.  

The proposed merger will create a council better able to meet the needs of the community into the future and 
will provide significant benefits for the community.  

This document details the benefits the merger will provide to communities, including:  

 a total financial benefit of $21 million over a 20-year period that can be reinvested in better services and 

more infrastructure;  

 potentially reducing the reliance on rate increases through Special Rate Variations (SRVs) to fund local 

infrastructure;  

 greater capacity to effectively manage and reduce the infrastructure backlog across the two councils;  

 improved strategic planning and economic development to better respond to the changing needs of the 

community;  

 effective representation by a council with the required scale and capacity to meet the future needs of the 

community; and 

 providing a more effective voice for the region’s interests and better able to deliver on priorities in 

partnership with the NSW and Australian governments. 

With the merger savings, NSW Government funding of $15 million – and a stronger voice – the new council 
will be better able to provide the services and infrastructure that matter to the community, projects like: 

 investment into Armidale as a major urban and service centre; 

 significant ongoing replacement and enhancement of the local road network; 

 investment into the airport precinct in Armidale; and 

 supporting the sports, education and health industries through investment into local facilities and 

improving quality of service. 

The savings, combined with the NSW Government’s policy to freeze existing rate paths for four years, will 
ensure that ratepayers get a better deal. 

A suitably qualified delegate of the Chief Executive of the Office of Local Government will consider this 

proposal against criteria set out in the Local Government Act (1993), and undertake public consultation to 

seek community views.  

I look forward to receiving the report on the proposal and the comments from the independent Local 
Government Boundaries Commission. 

 

 

Minister Paul Toole 

January 2016  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The northern tablelands communities of Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra share 
common characteristics and connections and will benefit by up to $21 million 
from a merged council with a stronger capability to deliver on community 
priorities and meet the future needs of its residents. 

 

Introduction 

This is a proposal by the Minister for Local 
Government under section 218E(1) of the 
Local Government Act (1993) for the merger of 
Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra local 
government areas.

1
 This merger proposal sets 

out the impacts, benefits and opportunities of 
creating a new council.  

The creation of this new council will bring together 
communities with similar expectations in terms of 
demands for services, infrastructure and facilities.  

The proposal has been informed by four years of 
extensive council and community consultation and 
is supported by independent analysis and 
modelling by KPMG. 

The proposal is consistent with the 2013 findings 
of the Independent Local Government Review 
Panel (ILGRP) as well as the Independent Pricing 
and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) 2015 
assessment that each of these two councils is ‘not 
fit’ to remain as a standalone entity. 

IPART determined that Armidale Dumaresq and 
Guyra Shire did not satisfy key financial 
performance benchmarks. IPART also assessed 
that operating individually, each council would 
have limited scale and capacity to effectively 
deliver on behalf of residents and meet future 
community needs. 

                                                      
1
 The end result if the proposal is implemented is that a new 

local government area will be created. For simplicity 
throughout this document, we have referred to a new council 
rather than a new local government area. 

The new council for the new local government 
area will not only oversee an economy that shares 
many similar residential, workforce and industry 
characteristics, but will have enhanced scale and 
capacity to help it deliver on local infrastructure 
priorities such as improvement to the local water 
and sewerage services. 

Impacts, Benefits and Opportunities 

A range of benefits and opportunities has been 
identified from the proposed merger, including a 
stronger balance sheet to meet local community 
needs and priorities. 

Analysis by KPMG shows the new council has the 
potential to generate net savings to council 
operations. The merger is expected to lead to $6 
million in net financial savings over 20 years.  

The analysis also shows the proposed merger is 
expected to generate, on average, around 
$700,000 in savings every year from 2020 
onwards. Savings will primarily be from the 
redeployment of back office and administrative 
functions; streamlining of senior management 
roles; efficiencies from increased purchasing 
power of materials and contracts; and reduced 
expenditure on councillor fees.

2
 

The NSW Government has announced a funding 
package to support merging councils which would 
result in $15 million being made available should 
the proposed merger proceed. 

                                                      
2 NSW Government (2015), Local Government Reform: 

Merger Impacts and Analysis, December. 
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These savings could enable the new council to 
reduce the need for rate increases to fund new 
and improved community infrastructure. 

Each of the two councils is currently seeking and 
has recently received approval for Special Rate 
Variations (SRVs) from IPART. For example:  

 Armidale Dumaresq Council had an approved 

SRV of 10.0 per cent for a one-year period in 

2014–15 and is considering applying for a 

SRV of 10.0 per cent for a one-year period in 

2022-23; and 

 Guyra Shire Council had an approved SRV of 

5.7 per cent for a one-year period in 2014–15 

and intends to apply for a SRV of 27.5 per 

cent for a one-year period in 2016-17. 

The proposed merger is also expected to result in 
simplified council regulations for residents and 
businesses in the Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra 
Shire council areas, given each council is 
currently responsible for separate and potentially 
inconsistent regulatory environments. Regulatory 
benefits include consistency in approaches to 
development approvals, health and safety, 
building maintenance, traffic management and 
waste management. 

The proposed merger will provide significant 
opportunities to strengthen the role and strategic 
capacity of the new council to partner with the 
NSW and Australian governments on major 
infrastructure projects, addressing regional socio-
economic challenges, delivery of services and 
focus on regional priorities. This could assist in: 

 reducing the existing $39 million infrastructure 

backlog across the Armidale Dumaresq and 

Guyra region; 

 improving liveability and boosting housing 

supply to meet population growth; 

 delivering regional priorities of sustainable 

population growth, focusing on community 

health issues such as air quality, and 

protecting local cultural heritage landmarks; 

and 

 supporting economic growth and urban 

development, while enhancing the standard of 

living and lifestyle that local residents value.  

While a merged council will increase the current 
ratio of residents to elected councillors, the new 
ratio is likely to be comparable with levels 
currently experienced by other communities 
across regional NSW. 

Next Steps 

This merger proposal will be referred for 
examination and report under the Local 
Government Act (1993).   

Local communities have an important role to play 
in helping ensure the new council meets their 
current and future needs for services and 
infrastructure and will have an opportunity to 
provide input on how the new council should be 
structured.  

Local communities will have an opportunity to 
attend the public inquiry that will be held for this 
merger proposal and an opportunity to provide 
written submissions. For details please visit 
www.councilboundaryreview.nsw.gov.au 

 

 

Figure 2: Map showing boundaries for the proposed new council with Wagga Wagga City Council highlighted for 
comparison 

http://www.councilboundaryreview.nsw.gov.au/
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INTRODUCTION 

This merger proposal has been informed by an extensive four-year 
consultation and review process.  

The NSW Government has been working with local councils and communities since 2011 to strengthen 
council performance and ensure local government is well placed to meet future community needs. 

A first key step in that process was the ILGRP’s comprehensive review of local government and subsequent 
recommendations for wide-ranging structural reform and improvements to the system. In response, the NSW 
Government initiated the Fit for the Future reforms that required each local council to self-assess against key 
performance indicators and submit proposals demonstrating how they would meet future community needs.  

The NSW Government appointed IPART in 2015 to assess each council’s submission. IPART has now 
completed its assessment of 139 proposals (received from 144 councils) and concluded 60 per cent of 
councils are ‘not fit’ for the future. Many of these councils did not meet the elements of the ‘scale and 
capacity’ criterion (refer Box 1 below). 

Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra Shire councils each submitted Fit for the Future proposals to remain as 
standalone councils. In assessing each council’s submission, IPART determined that neither of the two 
councils was ‘fit’ to stand alone and that a merger was needed to achieve the required scale and capacity to 
meet the needs of residents now and in the future.  

In the consultation period that followed the release of the IPART report, Armidale Dumaresq Council 
nominated Guyra Shire Council as a merger partner. 

This follows a long history of discussions and recommendations for these councils to merge, both in 2004 
and in 2010 following an assessment of the failed shared service arrangement that was pursued as an 
alternative to merging in 2004. 

Box 1: Overview of scale and capacity 

Key elements of ‘scale and capacity’ 

Scale and capacity is a minimum requirement as it is the best indicator of a council’s ability to govern 
effectively and provide a strong voice for its community. At a practical level, this includes being able to: 

 undertake regional planning and strategic delivery of projects; 

 address challenges and opportunities, particularly infrastructure backlogs and improving financial 

sustainability;  

 be an effective partner for the NSW and Australian governments on delivering infrastructure projects 

and other cross-government initiatives; and 

 function as a modern organisation with: 

o staffing capacity and expertise at a level that is currently not practical or economically possible for 

small councils; 

o innovative and creative approaches to service delivery; and 

o the resources to deliver better training and attract professionals into leadership and specialist 

roles. 
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A NEW COUNCIL FOR THE ARMIDALE 
DUMARESQ AND GUYRA REGION 

The proposed new council will be responsible for infrastructure and services 
delivery to around 30,000 residents across the Armidale Dumaresq and 
Guyra region. 

The creation of a new council provides the opportunity to bring together communities from across the local 
government areas of Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra. These communities are part of the broader New 
England North West region in Northern NSW, with Armidale recognised as one of the major urban and 
service centres in the region. The key challenges in the region are those associated with a dependence on 
agriculture and associated industries, including effective management of land and water and ensuring 
sustainable farming practices including waste disposal and energy use.  

The new council will be responsible for infrastructure and service delivery to more than 36,000 residents by 
2031.

3
 This reflects the expected population growth across the region of 1.2 per cent per annum.

4
 

The proposed merger aligns with the intended planning objectives of the NSW Government’s regional 
planning initiatives for the North England North West region. The NSW Government has identified a number 
of regional priorities that are directly relevant to the proposed new council. For example: 

 supporting and diversifying agricultural production include intensive agricultural while minimising 

incompatible land uses; 

 investing in regional and local infrastructure, particularly to improve road infrastructure connections 

across and beyond the region; addressing issues associated with economic development and 

employment - specifically in relation to the tertiary education, health education, retail tourism sectors;  

 providing greater housing choice to meet the changing demographics of the area; 

 community health issues such as air quality and noise need to be addressed and monitored;  

 protecting significant natural environmental values; and 

 protecting local cultural heritage – including the rich Aboriginal and historic places, objects and 

landscapes. 

The Regional Plan is being developed to plan for the future population’s needs for housing, jobs, 
infrastructure and a healthy environment. For the plan to be implemented effectively, a coordinated approach 
will be required to manage the expected population growth across the Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra areas 
and the related changes in service and infrastructure needs. A new council with appropriate scale and 
capacity will be better able to partner with the NSW Government on the implementation of these regional 
priorities. 

The establishment of a new council will also provide an opportunity to generate savings and efficiencies and 
reduce the current duplication of back office functions, senior executive positions and potentially the many 
layers of current regulations. Any savings generated by a merger of these two councils could be redirected to 
improving local community infrastructure, lowering residential rates and/or enhancing service delivery. An 
overview of the current performance of the two existing councils and the projected performance of the new 
proposed entity is provided below (Figure 3).   

In addition, Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra Shire councils both failed to satisfy key financial performance 
benchmarks and both councils were found to lack the ability to effectively advocate for community priorities 
due to a lack of scale and capacity. A merged council will improve this, with an enhanced scale and capacity 
to better plan and coordinate investment in critical infrastructure and services. This should also put the new 

                                                      
3 The number of residents was corrected on 20 January 2016.  
4
 NSW Department of Planning & Environment (2014), NSW Projections (Population, Household and Dwellings). This figure was 

corrected on 20 January 2016.  
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council in a better position to advocate to the NSW and Australian governments for the regional investments 
that will be needed for the future. 

Figure 3: Council profiles
5
 

 

Sources: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Department of Planning and Environment, Office of Local Government, Council Long Term Financial Plans, Fit for 
the Future submissions to IPART and IPART Assessment of Council Fit for the Future Proposals.  

Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding. Estimates of the new council’s operating performance and financial position are based on an aggregation of 
each existing council’s projected position as stated in respective Long Term Financial Plans (2013-14). In addition, it is assumed efficiency savings are 
generated from a merger, and this is reflected in the projected 2019–20 operating result for the new council. Further details are available in NSW 
Government (2015), Local Government Reform: Merger Impacts and Analysis, December.  

  

                                                      
5 2013-14 operating revenue figures were corrected on 20 January 2016.   
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BENEFITS, OPPORTUNITIES AND IMPACTS 

The proposed merger has the potential to generate a $21 million benefit to 
communities over 20 years which could support investment in critical local 
infrastructure and services and/or be utilised to address rate pressures.  

Financial Benefits of the Proposed Merger 

Analysis by KPMG in 2015 shows the proposed merger has the potential to generate a net financial saving 
of $6 million to the new council over 20 years. The proposed merger is also expected to generate, on 
average, around $700,000 in savings every year from 2020 onwards.

6
 Consequently, the merged council will 

have a balance sheet that is stronger and in a better position to meet local community needs and priorities. 

Gross savings over 20 years are modelled to be due to:  

 streamlining  senior management roles ($3 million); 

 be from the redeployment of back office and administrative functions ($5 million); and 

 efficiencies generated through increased purchasing power of materials and contracts ($1 million). 

In addition, the NSW Government has announced a funding package to support merging councils that would 
result in $15 million being made available should the proposed merger proceed. 

The implementation costs associated with the proposed merger (for example, information and 
communication technology, office relocation, workforce training, signage and legal costs) are expected to be 
surpassed by the accumulated net savings generated by the merger within a five-year pay-back period.  

Merger benefits could be reinvested to: 

 improve infrastructure – annual savings could be redirected towards infrastructure renewal or capital 

works such as water and wastewater infrastructure. Redeployment of savings could lead to cumulative 

additional expenditure of $6 million over 20 years; 

 enhance service delivery – redeployment of duplicate back office and administration functions and 

streamlining of senior management roles could provide the basis for employing an additional 12 staff for 

frontline services. These could include services such as community outreach programs and aged care 

services; and/or 

 reduce rate pressures – annual savings could be used to reduce the existing dependency on SRVs to 

fund community infrastructure and/or avoid future rate increases. 

The expected operating performance ratio of each council over the next 10 years is illustrated in Figure 4.
7
  

Analysis of operating performance over the next 10 years highlights that both councils expect negative 
results. This merger proposal will provide the new council with the opportunity to strengthen its balance 
sheet and provide a more consistent level of financial performance. Overall, the proposed merger is 
expected to enhance the financial sustainability of the new council through: 

 net financial savings of $6 million to the new council over 20 years; 

 achieving efficiencies across council operations through, for example, the redeployment of duplicated 

back office roles and administrative functions, and streamlining senior management; 

 establishing a larger entity with a revenue that is expected to exceed $53 million per year by 2025; 

 an asset base of approximately $564 million to be managed by the merged council; and  

                                                      
6 NSW Government (2015), Local Government Reform: Merger Impacts and Analysis, December. 
7
 This ratio measures a council’s achievement of containing operating expenditure within operating revenue. It is important to distinguish 

that this ratio is focussing on operating performance and hence capital grants and contributions, fair value adjustments and reversal of 
revaluation decrements are excluded. 
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 greater capacity to effectively manage and reduce the $39 million infrastructure backlog across the 

region by maintaining and upgrading community assets. The poor condition of rural roads in both Guyra 

Shire and Armidale Dumaresq would be expected to be a priority of a stronger, merged council. 

The Local Government Act contains protections for three years for all council employees below senior staff 
level. In rural centres with populations below 5000, staff numbers must be retained as far as is reasonably 
practicable. 

Figure 4: Projected operating performance ratio by council (2016–2025) 

Source: Council Long Term Financial Plans (2013–14). 

Note: Operating performance ratio measures a council’s ability to contain operating expenditure within operating income.  

Opportunities for Improved Services and Infrastructure 

The efficiencies and savings generated by the merger will allow the new council to: invest in improved 
service levels and/or a greater range of services; invest in regional priorities such as improving transport 
infrastructure (road and rail capacity) by advocating for state funding; balance the agriculture and resource 
sectors; and address the current $39 million infrastructure backlog across the two councils. Examples of 
local infrastructure and service priorities that could be funded by merger-generated savings include: 

 investment into Armidale as a major urban and service centre - for example planning for health and 

education precincts to encourage job creation through allied and associated services; 

 further investment into transport infrastructure –  such as maintaining and upgrading key roads in Guyra 

and Armidale Dumaresq; 

 expanding Armidale’s Smart Community initiative and extending it to Guyra; 

 supporting the growth of regional saleyards with appropriate allied infrastructure for the existing Armidale 

cattle yards and Guyra sheep yards; 

 developing water security initiatives including upgrading ageing infrastructure serving Guyra and 

Armidale; 

 developing  the airport precinct in Armidale – such as expanding the industrial land to draw businesses to 

the area and drive employment growth; and 

 supporting the sports, cultural, education and health industries – through investment into local facilities 

and improving quality of service. 
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Regulatory Benefits 

There are currently 152 separate regulatory and compliance regimes applied across local council boundaries 
in NSW. These many layers of regulations are making it hard for people to do business, build homes and 
access services they need. NSW businesses rated local councils as second to only the Australian Tax Office 
as the most frequently used regulatory body, and highest for complexity in dealings.

8
  

It can be expected the proposed merger will result in simplified council regulations for many Armidale 
Dumaresq and Guyra residents and businesses. Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra Shire are each responsible 
for separate and potentially inconsistent regulatory environments. A merged council provides an opportunity 
to streamline and harmonise regulations.  

Adopting ‘best practice’ regulatory activities will generate efficiencies for a merged council and benefit local 
residents and businesses. For example: 

 a tradesperson who operates a small business across the Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra region will 
have a single local council regulatory framework to understand and comply with; and 

 residents can have greater confidence that development applications will be subject to a more uniform 
process (including industrial, agricultural and residential land uses) than the existing variation in 
regulations that can add to the cost and complexity of home renovations and building approvals. 

Impact on Rates 

Each of the two councils is currently seeking and has recently received approval for SRVs from IPART. For 
example:  

 Armidale Dumaresq Council had an approved SRV of 10.0 per cent for a one-year period in 2014–15 

and is considering applying for a SRV of 10.0 per cent for a one-year period in 2022-23; and 

 Guyra Shire Council had an approved SRV of 5.7 per cent for a one-year period in 2014–15 and intends 

to apply for a SRV of 27.5 per cent for a one-year period in 2016-17. 

The savings generated by a merger may enable the new council to reduce reliance on special rate increases 
to fund community infrastructure.  

In addition, the proposed merger will bring together a range of residential, farmland and business premises 
across the region, providing the new council with a larger rate base on which to set ratings policies and 
improve the sustainability of council revenue. Table 1 outlines the mix of business, farmland and residential 
rating assessments that underpin current rate revenue across the region. 

Table 1: Comparison of rateable businesses, residential and farmland properties (total and percentage share) 

Council 
Business rating 

assessments 
Residential rating 

assessments 

Farmland rating 
assessments 

Armidale Dumaresq Council 582 6% 8,820 86% 898 9% 

Guyra Shire Council 144 6% 1,470 60% 816 34% 

Merged council 726 6% 10,290 81% 1,714 13% 

Source: NSW Office of Local Government, Council Annual Data Returns (2013-14). 

Local Representation 

The ratio of residents to elected councillors in Guyra Shire is markedly different to Armidale Dumaresq. This 
reflects the wide variation in resident populations and number of councillors. While the proposed merger will 
increase the ratio of residents to elected councillors, the ratio, based on councillor numbers in the existing 
councils, is likely to be similar to those currently experienced in other regional NSW councils, such as Bega 
Valley Shire Council (Table 2). For the purpose of analysis of merger benefits, this proposal has assumed 
that the new Council will have the same number of councillors as Armidale Dumaresq, as this has the largest 

                                                      
8
 NSW Business Chamber, (2012) Red Tape Survey. 
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number of councillors of the councils covered by this proposal. The Government welcomes feedback through 
the consultation process on the appropriate number of councillors for the new council. 

Some councils in NSW have wards where each ward electorate elects an equal number of councillors to 
make up the whole council. Community views on the desirability of wards for a new council will be sought 
through the consultation process. 

 

Table 2: Changes to local representation in Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra 

Council 
Number of 

councillors 
Number of 

residents (2014) 
Residents per 

councillor 

Armidale Dumaresq Council 10 25,327 2,533 

Guyra Shire Council 6 4,619 770 

Merged council 10
*
 29,946 2,995 

Bega Valley Shire Council 9 33,313 3,701 

*
 Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra communities will have an opportunity to shape how a new merged council will be structured, including the appropriate 

number of elected councillors. Fifteen elected councillors is the maximum number currently permitted under the NSW Local Government Act (1993). 

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Estimated Resident Population 2013; and NSW Office of Local Government, Council Annual Data Returns (2013-
14). 

The new council will be in a position to use its larger scale and capacity to more effectively advocate for the 
needs of the Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra communities. As the new council will represent a more 
significant share of the broader region’s population, and have a substantial economic base, it will be able to 
advocate more effectively on behalf of its residents. It will also be able to develop improved strategic 
capacity to partner with the NSW and Australian governments, including on major infrastructure initiatives, 
community services and regional planning and development.  

The many ways communities currently engage with these councils will continue, including through public 
forums, committees, surveys and strategic planning. Councillors will continue to represent local community 
interests and will have the opportunity to take a more regional approach to economic development and 
strategic planning. 
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THE LOCAL COMMUNITY 

The communities across the Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra region share 
common characteristics and connections. The proposed new council will have 
enhanced scale and capacity and be better placed to shape and deliver the 
economic development, community services, and infrastructure that underpin 
the lifestyle of these communities. 

Geography and Environment 

The New England North West Region of which Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra are located on the New 
England Tablelands. It is characterised by beautiful rainforests and waterfalls, diverse cultural heritage, 
world-heritage national parks and distinct seasons. Some of the key natural highlights and attractions include 
Oxley Wild Rivers National Park, and waterfalls including Waterfall Way, Dangar Falls, Wollomombi Falls 
and Mother of Ducks Lagoon. 

The local government areas of Armidale and Guyra are approximately 425 kilometres from Brisbane in 
Queensland, and approximately 190 kilometres from Coffs Harbour on the east coast.  

Armidale, alongside Tamworth, is a major urban and service centre and a university town, with the 
surrounding areas dominated primarily by rich agricultural land.  

Local Economy 

The local economy is characterised by: 

 average household incomes of Armidale Dumaresq Council residents are $66,681, slightly above the 

NSW regional average of $65,168. Household incomes in Guyra Shire ($52,270) are below the NSW 

regional average; 

 rates of unemployment in Armidale Dumaresq Council (7.6 per cent) and Guyra Shire Council (7.2 per 

cent) are similar to the NSW regional average (7.3 per cent); 

 the employment growth rate in both councils is negative and well below the NSW regional average of 0.6 

per cent, with employment growth in both councils at -0.4 per cent;
9
 

 average attainment of post-school qualifications is higher in Armidale Dumaresq (58 per cent) compared 

to the NSW regional average of 53 per cent. The level of educational attainment among Guyra residents 

is below NSW regional average at 43 per cent; and 

 the main industries across the two local government areas are agriculture, forestry and fishing, education 

and training, and health care and social assistance. Agriculture is Guyra’s largest sector, while Armidale 

Dumaresq’s largest sector is education and training. 

Table 3 below provides a snapshot of the local business profile of each council. More than 2,900 local 
businesses across the region contribute more than 12,000 jobs to the local economy.

10
  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
9 This statement was corrected on 20 January 2016. 

   

10 
This statement was corrected on 20 January 2016. 
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Table 3: Local business and employment profile 

Council Number of businesses Local jobs Largest sector 

Armidale Dumaresq Council 2,278  10,377  Education & Training  

Guyra Shire Council 
652  1,823  Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fishing  

Merged council 2,930 12,200  Education & Training  

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Business Counts and Employment by Industry (2014). 

 

Armidale, together with Tamworth, is one of the two primary urban and service centres within the New 
England North West region. While a large portion of the workforce in Armidale lives in the area, workers also 
travel from neighbouring councils of Guyra to work in the Armidale. 

Neighbouring residents also travel to Armidale for education, retail, health and social services and transport 
purposes, with multiple daily flights to Sydney from Armidale airport. Armidale has a large number of 
educational facilities and is the home of the University of New England. 

The common business profile and the corresponding workforce across the region will require relatively 
similar services and coordinated infrastructure. A merged council will be better placed to deliver these 
services and infrastructure in a coordinated manner. 

Population and Housing 

The new council will be responsible for infrastructure and service delivery to more than 36,000 residents by 
2031.

11
 Like many regions across NSW, the Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra region will experience the 

impacts of an ageing population over the next 20 years (Figure 5).  

Figure 5: Change in population distribution, by age cohort (2011 v 2031) 

   

Source: NSW Department of Planning & Environment, 2014 NSW Projections (Population, Household and Dwellings). 

A strong council with the appropriate scale and capacity is needed to respond and adapt to the changing 
service needs of the community. An ageing population is likely to increase demand for community health 
services, creation and maintenance of accessible parks and leisure areas and community outreach services. 

                                                      
11 This figure was corrected on 20 January 2016. 
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The community of Armidale Dumaresq sits slightly above the rest of regional NSW from a socio-economic 
standpoint. Guyra, however, is notably below the regional and state averages. The Socio-Economic Index for 
Areas (SEIFA) (illustrated in Figure 6) measures a range of factors to rate an individual council’s relative 
socio-economic advantage. Armidale Dumaresq has a SEIFA score above regional NSW average, but below 
the state average. Guyra, however, sits well below the regional and state averages. The relative advantage 
of the Armidale Dumaresq area reflects the characteristics across the community in relation to, for example, 
education and average income, while the disparity with Guyra indicates the rural/urban divide. 

Figure 6: Comparison of councils' socio-economic profile 

   

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, SEIFA 2011 by Local Government Area.  

Table 4 outlines the current mix of housing types across the region. A merged council provides an 
opportunity to apply a more regional and strategic focus to planning for the additional 2,600 households and 
associated amenities predicted to be required by 2031. This approach can also help ensure any pressures 
and challenges associated with population growth and housing development are not unreasonably 
concentrated in particular localities.  

Table 4: Dwelling types in the Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra region (total number and per cent) 

Dwelling type Armidale Dumaresq 
Council 

Guyra Shire Council 

Separate house 8,160 80% 1,836 94% 

Medium density 1,824 18% 69 4% 

High density 53 1% 0 0% 

Other 135 1% 39 2% 

Total private dwellings 10,172  1,944  

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Census (2011), Dwelling Structure by Local Government Area. 

Shared Community Values and Interests 

Armidale is the major urban and service centre for the New England region. Armidale serves as a centre for 
education, health and high order retail and commercial services for Guyra and other surrounding areas. 
These communities are bound by natural and agricultural landscapes and heritage which link the 
communities together. There is a significant daily movement of residents between Armidale and Guyra for 
education, health, employment, social and other needs.  

While majority of residents in both council areas live primarily in major towns, each council has a significant 
rural population that requires specific rural service provisions. It is important to balance the needs of town, 
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village and rural lifestyles to ensure each retains its unique character and identity so that necessary services 
can be accessed. 

Both councils participate in a number of projects and services for their communities. There are also shared 
facilities and events of regional interest across the proposed new council area.  Box 2 provides examples of 
community organisations, services and facilities that have a presence across the region, which indicate the 
existence of strong existing connections between the communities in the existing council areas. 

Box 2: Shared community services and interests 

Shared regional services and facilities 

Examples of community services which operate across the region include: 

 the New England Weeds Authority is a local government body for the control of noxious weeds across 

the two council areas; 

 the NSW Rural Fire Service has a local office in Armidale for the two local government areas; 

 Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra share the tourism website, New England High Country, which 
promotes tourism in the area; 

 the New England Community College provides vocational and general courses throughout Walcha, 
Guyra and Armidale; and 

 TAFE New England operates a large number of campuses across the region, including in Armidale, 
providing a wide range of vocational education and training courses. 

The Armidale Dumaresq and Guyra councils previously collaborated through the now disbanded New 
England Strategic Alliance of Councils (NESAC). This included the following: 

 a number of initiatives to drive a shared services function between the councils involved (Armidale 

Dumaresq and Guyra, as well as Uralla and Walcha). This included community services, customer 

service, finance and budgets, human resources, information technology, land information and GIS, loans 

and investments, internal audit and risk management, plant and fleet operations, records, regulatory and 

planning functions, review, supply and procurement, and works operation; 

 a common information technology software platform for all of its operations and a wide band 

telecommunications network between the councils; and 

 a common salary system was also implemented across the councils in 2006, alongside a major structural 

and organisational change process managed by NESAC.  

In 2009 the alliance broke down and the member councils have largely reverted to autonomous delivery of 
services to their communities. However, Armidale and Guyra Councils have continued to share a number of 
key services and personnel. In addition, there have been studies into a potential new landfill which is needed 
to provide long-term disposal solutions for both Armidale and Guyra. 

The work performed as part of the former NESAC can provide a foundation for an effective merger, learning 
from both its successes and challenges. 

The connections between the councils and communities are evident in these partnerships and 
collaborations. A new council will be better placed to deliver these services and projects into the future, 
without relying on voluntary collaboration.  
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CONCLUSION 

This proposal to create a merged council has the potential to provide a range of benefits to local 
communities, including:  

 a $21 million total financial benefit over a 20-year period that can be used to deliver better community 

services, enhance infrastructure and/or lower rates; 

 NSW Government funding of $15 million to meet merger costs and provide a head start on investing in 

services and infrastructure that the savings from mergers will ultimately support; 

 greater efficiencies through the removal of back office and administrative functions, increased purchasing 

power of materials and contracts, and reduced expenditure on councillor fees, all of which are expected, 

on average, to generate savings of around $700,000  every year from 2020 onwards; 

 greater capacity to effectively manage and reduce the $39 million infrastructure backlog across the two 

councils by maintaining and upgrading community assets; 

 reducing the reliance on rate increases through SRVs to fund local community infrastructure projects and 

services; 

 better integrating strategic planning and economic development to more efficiently respond to the 

changing needs of the community; 

 building on the shared communities of interest and strong local identity across the region;  

 providing effective representation through a council with the required scale and capacity to meet the 

future needs of the community; and 

 being a more effective advocate for the region’s interests and better able to deliver on priorities in 

partnership with the NSW and Australian governments. 
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NEXT STEPS 

Every community will have an opportunity to help shape a new council for 
their region. 

Community Engagement 

This merger proposal will be referred to the Chief Executive of the Office of Local Government for 
examination and report under the Local Government Act (1993). The Chief Executive proposes to delegate 
this function to a suitably qualified person. The delegate will consider this proposal as required under the Act, 
including against statutory criteria and hold a public inquiry. The delegate will also undertake public 
consultation to seek community views. The delegate is also required by the Act to provide the delegate’s 
report to an independent Boundaries Commission for review and comment. The Minister for Local 
Government under the legislation may decide whether or not to recommend to the Governor that the merger 
proposal be implemented. For the factors a delegate must consider when examining a merger proposal 
(under section 263 of the Local Government Act (1993)), please refer to the Appendix to this document. 

Through the merger assessment process, there will be opportunities for communities and stakeholders to 
consider merger proposals and have their say. Each merger proposal will be the subject of a public inquiry 
where the community can hear about and discuss the proposal. Through the consultation process, the 
delegate will ensure that the opinions of each of the diverse communities of the resulting area or areas will 
be effectively represented. 

Further information about the process is available on the Local Government Reform website at 
www.councilboundaryreview.nsw.gov.au, including: 

 details about the proposed mergers;  

 information about the delegate for your area;  

 dates for public meetings; and  

 a portal to provide a written submission. 

  

http://www.councilboundaryreview.nsw.gov.au/
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Appendix 

The following table outlines the Functions of the Boundaries Commission under Section 263 of the Local 
Government Act (1993). The section references outline where the criteria have been addressed in this 
merger proposal.   

Legislative criteria Section reference 

(a) the financial advantages or disadvantages (including the economies or diseconomies 
of scale) of any relevant proposal to the residents and ratepayers of the areas concerned 

Benefits, Opportunities and Impacts  

(b) the community of interest and geographic cohesion in the existing areas and in any 
proposed new area 

The Local Community 

(c) the existing historical and traditional values in the existing areas and the impact of 
change on them 

The Local Community  

(d) the attitude of the residents and ratepayers of the areas concerned There is a public consultation process 
which includes a public inquiry allowing 
for the views of residents and 
ratepayers to be considered. 

(e) the requirements of the area concerned in relation to elected representation for 
residents and ratepayers at the local level, the desirable and appropriate relationship 
between elected representatives and ratepayers and residents and such other matters as 
it considers relevant in relation to the past and future patterns of elected representation for 
that area 

Local Representation 

(e1) the impact of any relevant proposal on the ability of the councils of the areas 
concerned to provide adequate, equitable and appropriate services and facilities 

Benefits, Opportunities and Impacts 

(e2) the impact of any relevant proposal on the employment of the staff by the councils of 
the areas concerned 

Financial Benefits of the Proposed 
Merger 

(e3) the impact of any relevant proposal on rural communities in the areas concerned The Local Community  

(e4) in the case of a proposal for the amalgamation of two or more areas, the desirability 
(or otherwise) of dividing the resulting area or areas into wards 

Local Representation 

(e5) in the case of a proposal for the amalgamation of two or more areas, the need to 
ensure that the opinions of each of the diverse communities of the resulting area or areas 
are effectively represented 

Next Steps  
 

(f) such other factors as it considers relevant to the provision of efficient and effective local 
government in the existing and proposed new areas 

Benefits, Opportunities and Impacts 
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